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+4-+"/1&%10+"(2".1@1%$)(1,+"-*"-"0$()$*1/="!%%9*+/-+1."D2"-"*1%10+!$,"$&")!101*"
+4-+"/1*)$,."+$"+41".!*09**!$,*"!,"1-04"04-)+1/6" " "
"
H,"'4-)+1/"T="H".!*09**"+41"($+!@-+!$,*"-,."*+!(9%!"D14!,."+41"&$%!$6"H+"!*"
!()$/+-,+"+$"(1"+4-+"(2"(9*!0"/1&%10+*"(2"*9//$9,.!,B*"-,."!,,1/"E$/%.="
41,01"$&+1,"+41"0$()$*!+!$,*"/1&%10+"(2"!,+1/1*+*"$/"0$,01/,*"-,."+41*1"-/1"
+41"&$09*"!,"+41"04-)+1/6" "
"
'4-)+1/"e"(-!,%2".!*09**1*"+41")!-,$"*$%$")!101"`@;!'/P97*a":TVVWLVb<="
E4!04"D1*+"/1)/1*1,+*"(2"E/!+!,B"*+2%1"-+"+41"1-/%2"*+-B1"$&"+4!*"*+9.2"-,."+41"
!,+1/1*+*"H"4-."-/$9,."+4-+")1/!$.6" "
"
'4-)+1/"W"&$09*1*"$,"E$/J*"0$()$*1."&/$("TVVeLV^="!,0%9.!,B"1A-()%1*"
HLW"
ġ
"
+-J1,"&/$("+4/11")1/09**!$,")!101*\"`GJ1+04a="`⣪ဢa":`Q11.a<"-,."`ݓ൑a":`P"
&!B4+!,B"*01,1a<6">41"(9*!0"1A01/)+*".1($,*+/-+1"+41"1A)1/!(1,+-%"
0/$**L09%+9/-%"-))/$-041*"+4-+"$009)!1."(904"$&"+41"1-/%2"+$"(!..%1"*+-B1*"$&"
+4!*"*+9.2="1,B-B!,B"(2"'4!,1*1"-,."E1*+1/,"(9*!0-%"41/!+-B1*6" "
"
'4-)+1/"b".!*09**"+4/11"04-(D1/"E$/J*":TVVbLUU<\"`ࡉࠒa":`;1-/!,B"+41"
C-/J,1**"'4$J1"E!+4">1-/*a<="`ါၰᜤa":`;-/."!*"+41"Q$-."+$"G49a<"-,."`ਦ
ηДύပ="Ϻ३໦Ѧតa":`>41"N!,B1/!,B"G01,+"$&"'1%1*+!-%">1-/*a<6">41*1"
E$/J*"!%%9*+/-+1"+41".1@1%$)(1,+"$&"+104,!I91*"-/!*!,B"&/$("0$()$*!+!$,-%"
1A)1/!(1,+*".!*09**1."!,"'4-)+1/"W6" "
"
'4-)+1/"^".1-%*"E!+4"E$/J*"$&"TVV]LTVUe="E4!04"&$09*"$,"*$(1")/$&$9,."
/10$,*!.1/-+!$,*"!,"-1*+41+!0"@-%91*="+1A+9/1="+1()$/-%".1*!B,"-,."$+41/"
(9*!0-%"-*)10+*"-&+1/".!B1*+!,B"(2"1,B-B1(1,+"E!+4"09%+9/-%")/-0+!01*"*904"-*"
>!D1+-,"(9*!0="+41"(9*!0"$&">-!E-,1*1"+/!D1*"-,."+/-.!+!$,-%"'4!,1*1"
)4!%$*$)42="%!+1/-+9/1"-,.")-!,+!,B6">41"0$()$*!+!$,*".!*09**1."!,0%9.1"&$9/"
)!101*\"`f/+9*a="`h9%$B2a="`;$/-1a"-,."`7g7"G9!+1a6"
"
" "
HLb"
ġ
"
'$()$*!+!$,*"E/!++1,"&$/"-(-+19/"(9*!0!-,*"$009)2"-,"!()$/+-,+")$/+!$,"$&"
(2"$9+)9+6"H,"'4-)+1/"c"H".!*09**"(2"/-+!$,-%1"&$/"-,."0$((!+(1,+"+$"
E$/J!,B"E!+4"-(-+19/"(9*!0!-,*="-,.".!*09**"4$E"+4!*"0$,+1A+"/1I9!/1*"
+104,!I91*".!&&1/1,+"&/$("+4$*1"1()%$21."E41,"E/!+!,B"&$/")/$&1**!$,-%*6" "
"
P"*9((-/2"$&"(2"0$()$*!+!$,-%".1@1%$)(1,+"-,."+41".!*0$@1/2"+4/$9B4$9+"
+4!*"*+9.2"E!%%"D1"B!@1,"!,"+41"&!,-%"04-)+1/="'4-)+1/"d6" " "
HHL^"
ġ
"
51&9$*%(EEF J-$,K&$,-.#(&.3(6$,70+,( (
6*'$,-.(GF J-$,K&$,-.#(
>41"&$%!$"/1)/1*1,+*"-"K$9/,12"$&".!*0$@1/2="&/$("-"*+-/+!,B")$!,+"$&"
.!**-+!*&-0+!$,"E!+4"(2"0$()$*!+!$,-%"@$!016"H"4-."I91*+!$,1."+41")9/)$*1"
-,."(1-,!,B"$&"(2"(9*!0"D1&$/1"0$((1,0!,B"+41"E$/J*"$&"+41"&$%!$="-,."
E!*41."+$"9,.1/*+-,."+41"/1-*$,*"&$/"(2".!*0$,+1,+6">41"&$%!$"E-*"*+-/+1."
&$%%$E!,B"&$9/"21-/*"E$/J!,B"$@1/*1-*".9/!,B"E4!04"H"E$/J1."!,"@-/!$9*"
.!&&1/1,+"&!1%.*="*$(1+!(1*",$+"4-@!,B"-".!/10+"%!,J"+$"(9*!06"C9/!,B"+4-+"
)1/!$.="H".!."0$,+!,91"+$"0$()$*1="-,."21+="-+"+41"*-(1"+!(1="+/!1."+$"*+$)6" "
>41".10!*!$,"+$"E/!+1"(9*!0"$/",$+"4-."D11,"-"0$,*+-,+"D-++%16">41"+4$9B4+*"$&"
9,.1/+-J!,B"&9/+41/"*+9.2"D1B-,"D10-9*1"$&"+41".1*!/1"&$/"*$(1"-,*E1/*"+$"
(2"!,+1/,-%"D-++%16" " "
"
P&+1/"+41*1"21-/*"$&"*1-/04!,B"-,."*+9.2!,B"$+41/"0$()$*1/*?"E$/J*"-,."
E$/.*="H"-(")%1-*1."+$"&!,."+4-+"H"9,.1/*+-,."(2"($+!@-+!$,*"-,."*+!(9%!"&$/"
0$()$*!,B"D1++1/",$E"+4-,"D1&$/16"71!,B"-"0$()$*1/"!*",$+"-"0-/11/")-+4"$/"-"
)/$&1**!$,"+4-+"H"0$,*0!$9*%2")%-,,1.6"H+"!*"($/1"-"%!&1"*+2%1"+4-+"H"0-,,$+"-@$!.6"
'$()$*!,B"&$/"(1"!*"($/1"%!J1"-"+$$%"+$"9,%1-*4"(2"!,,1/"/1*)$,*1*"+$"(2"
*9//$9,.!,B*6">41"($+!@-+!$,*"-,."*+!(9%!"0$(1"&/$("D$+4"!,+1/,-%"-,."
1A+1/,-%"!,&%91,01*6" " "
HHLc"
ġ
"
H,+1/,-%%2="H"*2()-+4!*1"*+/$,B%2"E!+4"+41"0$,01)+"*+-+1."D2"#/1,04"0$()$*1/"
f%!@!1/"81**!-1,\"`H+"!*"-"B%!*+1,!,B"(9*!0"E1"*11J="B!@!,B"+$"+41"-9/-%"*1,*1"
@$%9)+9$9*%2"/1&!,1.")%1-*9/1*6"P+"+41"*-(1"+!(1="+4!*"(9*!0"*4$9%."D1"-D%1"
+$"1A)/1**"*$(1",$D%1"*1,+!(1,+*6aH" 81**!-1,"&$9,."+4-+"+41"/1%!B!$9*"
*1,+!(1,+*"-/1"-D$@1"-%%="($*+",$D%16"P*"&$/"(1="H"-%*$"&!,."*$(1"1**1,+!-%"
*1,+!(1,+*"+4/$9B4"+41"*1-/04"!,+$"(2"D-0JB/$9,."-,."09%+9/16">41*1"
.!*0$@1/!1*"!,0%9.1"/1-%!*!,B"(2")4!%$*$)4!0-%"D1%!1&*="-1*+41+!0"@-%91*"-,."
($/-%"K9.B(1,+*6">41*1"*1,+!(1,+*"(-2"*11("-D*+/-0+"-,."/1($+1"+$"-,"
-0+9-%"0$()$*!+!$,-%")/$01**i"4$E1@1/"+41!/"!()-0+*"+$904"9)$,"$,"-%%"%1@1%*"
$&".10!*!$,L(-J!,B6"h@1,+9-%%2"H"D1B-,"+$".!*0$@1/"+41"9,.1/%2!,B"
0$,,10+!$,*"D1+E11,"+41"-0+9-%"E/!+!,B"$&"(9*!0"-,."+41"*1,+!(1,+*"+4-+"
($+!@-+1."!+6"
"
82"+4$9B4+*"$&"+41"!,&%91,01"$&"1A+1/,-%"*+!(9%!"-/1"@1/2"0%$*1"+$"E4-+"Q$D1/+"
G049(-,,"E/$+1"+$"4!*"&9+9/1"E!&1"'%-/-"!,"-"%1++1/"0$()$*1."$,"Ue"P)/!%"
Uded\"`h@1/2+4!,B"!,"+41"E$/%."4-*"-,"1&&10+"9)$,"(1S)$%!+!0*="%!+1/-+9/1="
)1$)%1\"H"+4!,J"-D$9+"!+"-%%"!,"(2"&-*4!$,="-,."(2"&11%!,B*"&!,."+41!/"
1A)/1**!$,"!,"(9*!06aHH" " " " "
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
H" 81**!-1,="f%!@!1/6"7$%"7%1$9'F(%"-,"*5"A(&'163"369/(6/%G"H-3(*%"I"7%J#6">/-,*6"3$4,"G-++1/&!1%.6"
Y-/!*\"P%)4$,1*"N1.90="U]b^6")6"Ue6" "
HH" 31,*1,="h/!0"#/1.1/!0J6"@1$(*6996"fA&$/.\"fA&$/."M,!@1/*!+2"Y/1**="TVVU6")6"UWT6"
HHLd"
ġ
"
"
6*'$,-.(IF C1*(6$,70+,(
P*"-"0$()$*1/"$&"'4!,1*1".1*01,+="H"4-@1"&$9,."!+"!,*+/90+!@1"+$"0$,+1()%-+1"
E4!04"-*)10+*"$&"+41"F1*+1/,"0-,$,"4-@1"($*+",$+!01-D%2"(-.1"-,"
!()/1**!$,"$,"(2"*+2%16"H"0$,*!.1/"+4$*1"!()-0+*"-/1"($*+"$D@!$9*"E!+4!,"+41"
-*)10+*"$&"0$()$*!+!$,-%"+104,!I91*6" " "
"
G+9.2!,B"F1*+1/,"4-/($,!0"%-,B9-B1"4-*"%1."(1"+$"9,.1/*+-,."+41"
4!1/-/04!0-%"&9,0+!$,"$&"($@1(1,+*"-,."+41"*$,!0"*)10+/9(6"N1-/,!,B"
0$9,+1/)$!,+="$,"+41"$+41/"4-,.="4-*"+-9B4+"(1"+41")/!,0!)%1"$&"$/B-,!*-+!$,"
-,."D-%-,01"D1+E11,"(9%+!)%1"%-21/*6"P,-%2*!,B"&$/(="+$,-%!+2"-,."*1/!-%!*("
4-*"-%%$E1."(1"+$"0$()/141,."*+/90+9/-%".1*!B,6"82"F1*+1/,"(9*!0"
1.90-+!$,"4-*"($*+",$+-D%2"-&&10+1."(2"-D!%!+2"+$"(-,!)9%-+1"1%1(1,+*6"
X1@1/+41%1**="+104,!I91"!*"$,%2"-"(1-,*=",$+"+41"1,.6"'$()$*!,B"(9*!0"!*"-"
04-,,1%"+4/$9B4"E4!04"H"/1*)$,."+$"1@1/2+4!,B"E4!04"-&&10+*"(16"G1,+!(1,+*"
-,."-1*+41+!0"0$,01)+*"%-2"+41"&$9,.-+!$,"E4!04"*11J*"-,"$9+%1+"+4/$9B4"
0$()$*!+!$,6" " " " "
"
H"E$9%."%!J1"+$"0%-/!&2"+4-+"-%%"!,&%91,01*"4-@1"!()-0+*"$,"($/1"+4-,"$,1"%1@1%"
$/"-*)10+6"F41+41/"-B/11!,B"$/".!*-B/11!,B"E!+4"!.1-*="&$%%$E!,B"$/"/1K10+!,B"-"
+/-.!+!$,"!*"1@!.1,01"$&"!,&%91,016"P%*$="(2"-1*+41+!0"@-%91*"-,.")4!%$*$)4!0-%"
-++!+9.1"+$"0$()$*!+!$,"-/1"-,"!,+1/%$0J!,B"-,."0$()%1A"0$*($*6"X1!+41/"$&"
HHL]"
ġ
"
+41("+-J1*"+41"-D*$%9+1".$(!,-,016"H+"!*"$,%2"-"(-++1/"$&")/$)$/+!$,*"-,."
.1B/11*="-,."*11J!,B"D-%-,01"D1+E11,"+41(6"
"
#!,.!,B"-"(9*!0-%"1A)/1**!$,"$&"(2"$E,"!*"+41"9%+!(-+1"B$-%6"82"!,*)!/-+!$,"
0$(1*"&/$("+E$"(-K$/"0-+1B$/!1*\"f,1"!*"/1%-+1."+$"+41"!,&%91,01"&/$("+41"
F1*+1/,"(9*!0-%"0-,$,"+4-+"4-*"%1&+"&!,B1/)/!,+*"$@1/"(2"0$()$*!+!$,-%"
+104,!I91*6">41"$+41/"!*"/1%-+1."+$"+41"-E-J1,!,B"-E-/1,1**"$&"(2"09%+9/-%"
D-0JB/$9,."-,."!+*"!,&%91,01"$,"(2"-1*+41+!0"-))/$-041*6"
"
>41"&9/+41/"H")/$B/1**1."!,"+4!*")/$K10+="+41"($/1"$&+1,"H"&1%+"+4-+"+41"*+9.2"$&"
(9*!0")-/-%%1%*"+41"*+9.2"$&"-,+4/$)$%$B26">4/$9B4"(9*!0")1$)%1"0-,"*11"+41"
+/-01*"-,."!,&%91,01*"&/$(".!&&1/1,+"09%+9/1*="0!@!%!*-+!$,*"-,.")4!%$*$)4!1*6"
>4!*"0$,01)+"-))%!1*"+$"(2")!101*6"F41,"H"*+1)"D-0J"-,."/1-."+41("&/$("-"
.!*+-,01"!+"41%)*"(1"D1++1/"+$"9,.1/*+-,."(2*1%&=",$+"K9*+"-*"-"0$()$*1/="D9+"
-*"-"49(-,"D1!,B6"
HHHLUV"
ġ
"
51&9$*%(EEEF L&%+/(E.$*%*#$#(&.3(
5-.'*%.#(
6*'$,-.(GF M*.*%&+("&'N4%-0.3(
P"%-/B1")-/+"$&"(2"0$()$*!+!$,-%"+104,!I91"E-*"B-!,1."+4/$9B4"*+9.2"$&"
F1*+1/,"0$()$*1/*"-,."+41!/"(9*!06">4!*"+104,!0-%"+/-!,!,B"E-*"@1/2"9*1&9%="
D9+"H"/1-%!*1."+41/1"!*"-",11."+$"1A+1,."D12$,."+104,!I91"+$".!*0$@1/"-"(9*!0-%"
1A)/1**!$,"$&"(2"$E,6"H"&$9,."(2*1%&"@1/2"-++/-0+1."+$"+41"4!B4%2"$/B-,!*1."
)-++1/,!,B"-@-!%-D%1"+4/$9B4"($.1/,!*+"F1*+1/,"0$()$*!+!$,"+104,!I91*"-,."
1(D/-01."+4!*")1/4-)*"($*+"0%1-/%2"!,"`@;!'/P97*a6"
"
`@;!'/P97*a"!*"-"*$%$")!-,$"E$/J="E!+4"+41"+!+%1"!+*1%&"-"+2)!0-%"1A-()%1"
!%%9*+/-+!,B"(2"!,+1/1*+"!,"0$.1*"-,."/!..%1*6"H+"-%*$"*4$E*"(2")/1&1/1,01"&$/"
-,"!,.!/10+"-,."*9BB1*+!@1"1A)/1**!$,6">4!*"+!+%1"!*",$+"-,"1A!*+!,B"E$/.i"/-+41/"
!+"!*"D1*+"+$"D1"/1B-/.1."-*"-"*2(D$%"+4-+"4-*"+E$"$DK10+*"!,+1/%$0J1."!,+$"$,16"
>41"E$/J"E!%%"D1".!*09**1."!,"*$(1".1+-!%"+4/$9B4$9+"+4!*"04-)+1/="E4!04"
.1($,*+/-+1*"!+*"/1&%10+!$,*"&/$("D$+4"F1*+1/,"-/+"(9*!0"-,."1A+/-(9*!0-%"
0$,+1A+*6"
"
"
HHHLUU"
ġ
"
"
6*'$,-.(IF E.8+0*.'*(8%-7(O*#$*%.(&%$(70#,'(
P/,$%."G04$1,D1/B"0$,*+-,+%2"/1&1/*"+$"+41"!.1-"+4-+"-"0$()$*1/?*"(9*!0-%"
0$,01)+!$,"0$()/!*1*"+41"+$+-%!+2"$&"+41"0$()$*!+!$,6H" >41"1.!+$/*"$&"7$%"
A(&'163"I+%6"69+"#$%"K-/'1L"7%1$9'F(%L"69+"!.#"-,"I#&"2.%&%9#6#'-9"B!@1"-"@1/2"
0$,0!*1="21+"@1/2".!*+!,0+".1*0/!)+!$,"$&"+4!*"!.1-\"`P,"-/+E$/J"0$,01!@1."
$/B-,!0-%%2"!*"-"+$+-%!+2"D10-9*1"!+*"-9+4$/="D2"@!/+91"$&"4!*"0/1-+!@1"
!(-B!,-+!$,="4-*"&9*1."!+*"1%1(1,+*"!,+$"-"*!,B%1"1,+!+26aHH" >4!*"0$,01)+"$&"
/-+!$,-%"-,."0$41/1,+"*+/90+9/-%".1*!B,="+4-+")/1*1,+*"+41"E4$%1,1**"$&"-")!101="
*+/90J"(1"-*")/$(!,1,+"-,."-++/-0+!@16"
"
H,"$/.1/"+$"-04!1@1"*904"-"+$+-%!+2="+41"(9*!0-%"+4$9B4+*"-/1"$/B-,!*1."E!+4"
0$()/141,*!D!%!+2"-,."0$41/1,01="!,*+1-."$&"(1/1%2"-..!,B"&/-B(1,+*"$,"+$)"
$&"1-04"$+41/"$/"$,1"-&+1/"+41"$+41/6">41"&$/(="+1()$=".2,-(!0="(-!,"-,."
*9D$/.!,-+1"+41(1="-,."+41!/".1@1%$)(1,+"-,."/1%-+!$,*4!)*"-/1"B$@1/,1."D2"
-"*9)/1(1"!.1-6"P,"9%+!(-+1"1**1,01"$&"$,1"E$/J"!*"/1-%!*1."!,"1@1/2"
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"
H" G04$1,D1/B="P/,$%.6"`#$%J%$/!*+!0"G2()4$,!1*6a"@#53%"69+"I+%6G"@%3%1#%+"M.'#'9/&"-,"!.9-3+"
@1$-%9)%./6"h.6"N1$,-/."G+1!,6"X1E"5$/J\"G+6"8-/+!,*"Y/1**="U]cb6")6"U^b6"
HH" G04$1,D1/B="P/,$%.6"7$%"A(&'163"I+%6"69+"#$%"K-/'1L"7%1$9'F(%L"69+"!.#"-,"I#&"2.%&%9#6#'-96"h.6"
g"+/-,*6"Y-+/!0!-"'-/)1,+1/"g"G1@1/!,1"X1&&6"X1E"5$/J\"'$%9(D!-"M,!@1/*!+2")/1**="U]]b6")6"d6"
HHHLUT"
ġ
"
0$()$,1,+6"P,+$,"F1D1/,"B!@1*"-"*4$/+".1&!,!+!$,"$&"-"0$()/141,*!D%1"
(9*!0-%"!.1-"!,"$,1"$&"4!*")/!@-+1"%10+9/1*"!,"Z!1,,-\"`1@1/2+4!,B"+4-+"4-*"
4-))1,1."!,"+41"@-/!$9*"1)$04*"*1/@1*"+4!*"*$%1"-!(6aHHH"
"
>41"1()4-*!*"!,"+4!*"$9+%$$J"$,"0$()/141,*!D!%!+2"-,."0$41/1,01"E-*"$,1"
+4-+"*+/$,B%2"!,&%91,01."(2"-1*+41+!0"E4!%1"0$()$*!,B"`@;!'/P97*a6"H"
0$,*!.1/"+4-+"+41"!,+/!,*!0"@-%91"$&"-"E$/J"/1%!1*"$,"+41"0$$)1/-+!$,"$&"-%%"+41"
04-/-0+1/!*+!0*"$&"+41"*$9,.=",-(1%2")!+04"-,."!+*"$/B-,!*-+!$,"!,+$"(1%$.2"
-,."4-/($,2="/42+4(="(1+/1"-,."+!(D/16"P"&$/1($*+"!.1-"B$@1/,*"-%%"+41"
-D$@1"(-+1/!-%*"-,."/-+!$,-%!*1*"+41!/"-))1-/-,01*="0$(D!,-+!$,*"-,."
-%%$0-+!$,*"E!+4!,"+41")!1016"h-04"1%1(1,+"4-*"1&&10+"($/1"+4-,"K9*+"%$0-%%2="
-,."9)$,"+41"/1%-+!$,*4!)*"D1+E11,"+41"$+41/*"-,."+41"E4$%16"H,"$+41/"E$/.*="
+41"&$/1($*+"!.1-"%1-@1*"-"+/-01"$,"-%%"+41"($+!@!0="+$,-%=")!+04="/42+4(!0="
+1A+9/-%="-,."*+/90+9/-%".1*!B,*6" "
" "
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
HHH" F1D1/,="P,+$,6"7$%"46#$"#-"#$%"9%N"*(&'16"h.6"F!%%!"Q1!046">/-,*6"N1$"7%-0J6"N$,.$,\"
M,!@1/*-%"h.!+!$,="U]cb6")6"Uc6"
HHHLUe"
ġ
"
"
"
6*'$,-.(PF E.8+0*.'*(8%-7(%*&+,$,*#(&.3(
*Q9*%,*.'*( (
>41/1"-/1"$+41/"!,&%91,01*"!,"-..!+!$,"+$"+41"-1*+41+!0"-,."+104,!0-%"&1-+9/1*6"
P*"E!+4"-%%"(2"E$/J*="+4!*")!101"/1&%10+*"D$+4"+/-01*"$&")-*+"-,."09//1,+"
1A+/-(9*!0-%"0$,+1A+*="-,."!*"-"/1)/1*1,+-+!$,"$&"(2"1A)1/!1,016"H"-("-D%1"+$"
!.1,+!&2"*$(1"$&"+41*1"0$,,10+!$,*"!,"+4!*")-/+!09%-/")!1016">41*1"0$,,10+!$,*"
!,0%9.1"+41"1A)1/!1,01"$&"49(-,*"!,"!,.9*+/!-%!*1."*$0!1+!1*="*904"-*"!**91*"$&"
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"
H,+9!+!@1%2="H"*1,*1"-"0$,,10+!$,"D1+E11,"(2"(9*!0"-,."+41*1")1/*$,-%"
0$,01/,*="*904"-*"E41+41/"49(-,"!,@1,+!$,"!*"($/1"4-/(&9%"+4-,"D1,1&!0!-%="
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>41"0$,01/,*"/1B-/.!,B"49(-,"%!&1="+41"@!/+9-%"E$/%."-,.",-+9/1"-/1"0$(($,"
0$,+1()$/-/2"!**91*"+41/1&$/1"!+"!*",$+"*9/)/!*!,B"+$"&!,."(2*1%&"*4-/!,B"+41*1"
0$,01/,*6"H="+$$="E$,.1/"E41+41/"49(-,"!,@1,+!$,*"-/1"($/1"D1,1&!0!-%"$/"
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HHHLUW"
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.9/!,B"+41"1@$%9+!$,-%")/$B/1**"&/$("$,1")1/!$."+$"+41",1A+6"F!+4!,"+41"
1**1,01"$&"+41*1"!**91*"-,."0$,01/,*"-/1"+41"*1,*1*"$&"9,01/+-!,+2="-,A!1+2="
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P%+4$9B4"D$+4"($+!@1*"0$,*!*+"$&"+E$"%-21/*="`8$+!@1"HHa"4-*"+41"+4!0J1/"
+1A+9/16">41"+$)"@$!01"!*".$9D%1."-+"+41"$0+-@1="-,."+41"%$E1/"%-21/"4-*"+4/11"
,$+1*"*)/1-."$@1/"-,"$0+-@16"H,"`8$+!@1"Ha="+41"+$)"@$!01"$,%2"4-*"$,1"
)/$(!,1,+",$+1"7D"E4!04"4-*"-"W"D1-+".9/-+!$,6"H,"0$,+/-*+="`8$+!@1"HHa"4-*"
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"
>41"$@1/-%%"+$,-%".1*!B,"&$/"`8$+!@1"fa"-,."+41")!101"-/1"1A+/-0+1."&/$("
7-04?*"04$/-%1"+41(16"P*"*11,"!,"+41"1A01/)+":#!B9/1"HHHLe<="*+-/+!,B"-&+1/"+41"
&1/(-+-="+41"4!B41*+"@$!01"($@1*"*+1)E!*1".$E,"&/$("'"+$"P="E4!%1"+41"
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1,B-B1*"-"0%1-/"7D"01,+/1="-")!+04"+4-+"!*".!**$,-,+"E!+4"76"H,"0$,+/-*+="8$+!@1"
HH?*"+$,-%"04-/-0+1/!*+!0"!*"%1**"$D@!$9*="%1**"*+-D%1="-,."*9BB1*+*"D$+4"7"-,."7D6"
H,"-"@1/2"D/!1&"+$,-%"$9+%!,1="+41")!101"*+-/+*"E!+4"-,"1()4-*!*"$,"+41"*$,!0"
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>41".1@1%$)(1,+"-,.".1@!-+!$,"$&"+41"+E$"($+!@1*".9/!,B"+4!*"E4$%1")/$01**"
-0+9-%%2"/1&%10+"-"*1,*1"$&"0$,+/-.!0+!$,6"P*"-"/1%-+!@1%2"*!()%1"-,."
*+/-!B4+&$/E-/."*$,$/!+2"!*"+41"`8$+!@1"Ha="4$E1@1/="!*"+41"($+!@1"+4-+"B/$E*"
-,.".1@1%$)*6"H"4-."!,"(!,."+41"0$,01)+"$&"-"@!/9*"(9%+!)%2!,B"$9+"$&"0$,+/$%6"
G904"-".1@1%$)(1,+"*+-/+*"-*"1-/%2"-*"D-/"^":#!B9/1"HHHLd<6"8$+!@1"H?*"%!,1-/"
0$,+$9/"1A+1,.*"&/$("+41"*9*)1,.1."7D"E!+4"-"09/@2"E-@16"P,$+41/"
!()$/+-,+"-,."*+/$,B",$+1="hD="!*"!,+/$.901."-,."-++-041."+$"+4!*"($+!@16"
8$/1"1%-D$/-+!$,"-,."@-/!-+!$,"$&"`8$+!@1"Ha"!*"/1@1-%1."-*"+41")!101"
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"
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H,"0$,+/-*+="`8$+!@1"HHa"/1(-!,*"!.1,+!0-%"1-04"+!(1"!+"-))1-/*"-*"*11,"!,"D-/"e="
W="b="UV="UU="UT"-,."+41"%-+1/"*10+!$,"!,"+4!*")!101":#!B9/1"HHHLUV<6"`8$+!@1"HHa"
.$1*",$+".1@1%$)"!,+$"-"*10+!$,i"+41"1A+1,*!$,"!*"(-.1"$&"/1)1+!+!$,*"$&"+41"
*-(1"(-+1/!-%6"F4!%1"+41")!101"0$,+!,91*="+4!*"1A+1,*!$,"*+-/+*"+$"D/1-J".$E,"
!,+$"*(-%%1/"1%1(1,+*"-,."+$"%$*1"!+*"+!1*"E!+4"+41"$/!B!,-%"(-+1/!-%":#!B9/1"
HHHLUU<6"8$+!@1"H?*".1@1%$)(1,+"!*"04-/-0+1/!*1."D2"B/$E+4"-,."1%-D$/-+!$,6"
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"
"
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P,$+41/"0$,+/-.!0+$/2"I9-%!+2"!*"!,"+41"%1,B+4"$&"+41"(-K$/"*10+!$,*6"M)"+$"D-/"
cb="+41"D$9,.-/!1*"D1+E11,"*10+!$,*"-/1"-))-/1,+"*!,01"1-04"*10+!$,"*4$E*"
0%1-/"+/-01*"$&"-".$(!,-,+"($+!@16"X1@1/+41%1**="E41,"+41"(-+1/!-%"$&"`8$+!@1"
Ha"!*"D1!,B"1A+1,.1.="+41"%1,B+4"$&"!+*"*10+!$,*"/1.901*6"G+-/+!,B"E!+4"+41"
%1,B+4"$&"de"D1-+*"!,"U*+"*10+!$,":D-/"UL]<i"!+"/1.901*"+$"bc"D1-+*"!,"+41"e/."
*10+!$,"*+-/+!,B"&/$("D-/"U]6"F41,"8$+!@1"H"/1-))1-/*"-B-!,"!,"D-/"Te="+41"
*10+!$,"$,%2"%-*+*"&$/"Ub"D1-+*6"H,"0$,+/-*+="+41"%1,B+4"$&"+41"T,.":D-/"UVLUd<"-,."
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1%1(1,+*"$/"04-/-0+1/!*+!0*"-%*$"-&&10+"+41"E4$%1")!101"-+"+41"(-0/$0$*(!0"%1@1%6"
>41"/1-%!*-+!$,"$&"(9*!0-%"!.1-*"/1%!1*"41-@!%2"$,"+41"0$()/141,*!@1"
/1%-+!$,*4!)*"D1+E11,"+41"1%1(1,+*"-,."+41!/".1/!@-+!$,=".1@!-+!$,="0$,+/-*+*"
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!,"'4!,1*1"-1*+41+!0")/!,0!)%1*"-,."4-*"D11,"E!.1%2"*+9.!1."-,.".!*09**1."D2"
)$1+*"-,."0/!+!0*"*904"-*"!,"M%9J'9"+'6-3-9/":ЎЈᓁᓪ K'#%.6.5"*'9+"69+"#$%"
16.:'9/"-,"+.6/-9&<"D2"N!9";*!14":ቅቈ 0-6"P6C6"W^bLbTT<="$/"!,"+41"&-($9*")$1("
T.&$'&'"&$'4'9":ΒΜѤ၃ࠔ" 7N%9#5U,-(."X-.*&"-,"2-%#.5<"D2"G!J$,B">9":љޜკ"
P6C6"decL]Vd<"$/"!,"+41"E/!+!,B"&/$("R!,B".2,-*+2")$1+L*04$%-/"G41,"C1I9!-,"
:؇ቺወ<6"G41,"C1I9!-,"0%-!(1."+4-+"`Y$1+/2"!*"@-%91."&$/"!+*"*9/)%9*"
(1-,!,B*6aH" H,"!"@$-.#"W'&#-.5"-,"B$'9%&%"2$'3-&-4$5="#9,B"59LH-,":໱϶ើ<"
B!@1*"-"@1/2"0$,0!*1"*9((1/2"$&"4$E"+4!*"0$,01)+"!*")/$(!,1,+"!,"'4!,1*1"
09%+9/1"-,.")4!%$*$)426"
G9BB1*+!@1,1**=",$+"-/+!09%-+1,1**="!*"+41"!.1-%"$&"-%%"'4!,1*1"-/+="
E41+41/"!+"D1")$1+/2=")-!,+!,B="$/"-,2+4!,B"1%*16"H,")$1+/2="E4-+"
+41")$1+"!,+1,.*"+$"0$((9,!0-+1"!*"$&+1,",$+"E4-+"!*".!/10+%2"*-!."
!,"+41")$1+/2="D9+"E4-+"!*",$+"*-!."!,"!+6"P00$/.!,B"+$"'4!,1*1"
%!+1/-/2"+/-.!+!$,="!,"B$$.")$1+/2"`+41",9(D1/"$&"E$/.*"!*"%!(!+1.="
D9+"+41"!.1-*"!+"*9BB1*+*"-/1"%!(!+%1**6a"G$"-,"!,+1%%!B1,+"/1-.1/"$&"
)$1+/2"/1-.*"E4-+"!*"$9+*!.1"+41")$1(="-,."-"B$$."/1-.1/"$&"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
H" C1I!-,"G41,="G49$*4!"[9!29"ᇥਔ⊴ᇟ" :Y69+-*".%*6.Z&"-9"4-%#.5<6"ч٧ 71!K!,B\"Γ҇ЎᏢ
рހޗ" Q1,(!,"F1,j91"'49D-,*41="U]c]6")6"UbU6"
HZLT^"
ġ
"
D$$J*"/1-.*"`E4-+"!*"D1+E11,"+41"%!,1*6a"G904"!*"+41"!.1-%"$&"
'4!,1*1"-/+="-,."+4!*"!.1-%"!*"/1&%10+1."!,"+41"E-2"!,"E4!04"'4!,1*1"
)4!%$*$)41/*"4-@1"1A)/1**1."+41(*1%@1*6HH"
"
C!*0$@1/!,B"+4!*"-1*+41+!0"$/!1,+-+!$,"!,"(2*1%&"E-*"-"(-K$/"+9/,!,B")$!,+"!,"
(2"0/1-+!@1".1@1%$)(1,+6"#!,.!,B"4$E"!()$/+-,+"-,."@-%9-D%1"+4!*"*1,*1"$&"
0$,01-%(1,+"-,."-(D!B9!+2"!*"+$"(1="41%)*"+$"1A)%-!,"E42"H"&!,."(2"1-/%!1/"
E$/J*"%1**"*-+!*&-0+$/2"L"!+"!*"D10-9*1"+412".$",$+".!*)%-2"+4!*"-1*+41+!0"-*"
*+/$,B%2"-*"%-+1/"E$/J*6"H,"(2"%-+1/"E$/J*"H"4-@1"D10$(1"($/1"0$,*0!$9*"$&"
(2"!,+1,+!$,"+$"/1)/1*1,+"+41"-1*+41+!0-%"I9-%!+!1*"H"@-%91"&/$("-,0!1,+"
'4!,1*1"%!+1/-+9/1"E!+4!,"(2"E/!+!,B6"#9,.-(1,+-%%2"+41"(1.!-"E4!04"H"
9+!%!*1":)1/&$/(1/*"-,."!,*+/9(1,+*<"/1(-!,*"*!(!%-/"+$"E4-+"H"9*1."+$"1()%$2="
4$E1@1/="H"E!*4"+$"*9)1/!()$*1"+4!*"'4!,1*1"*9BB1*+!@1,1**"I9-%!+2"$,+$"
+41*1"F1*+1/,"!,*+/9(1,+*6"
"
>41"!,.!/10+,1**")/!,0!)%1"0/1-+1*"0$,&%!0+*"!,"(-,2"-*)10+*6"H+"4-*"!()-0+1."
$,"(2"*1,*!D!%!+!1*"/1B-/.!,B"*+/90+9/1*="+1A+9/1*="*$,$/!+!1*"-,."+41"&9,0+!$,"
$&"(9*!06"f,1"$&"+41"($/1"$D@!$9*".!&&!09%+!1*"!,"0$()$*!+!$,"!*"/1-%!*1."!,"
*+/90+9/-%".1*!B,6"f/B-,!*-+!$,"-,."4!1/-/042"$&"&$/("-/1"4!B4")/!$/!+!1*"!,"
(2"0$()$*!+!$,="-,."+412"-/1"*$(1E4-+"-+"$..*"E!+4"-".1*!/1"&$/"1@-*!$,"-,."
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
HH" #9,B"59LH-,="!"@$-.#"W'&#-.5"-,"B$'9%&%"4$'3-&-4$56"h.6"C1/J"7$..16"X1E"5$/J\"8-0(!%%-,="
U]^^6")6"UT6"
HZLTc"
ġ
"
0$,01-%(1,+="*$",1E"(1-,*"D10-(1",101**-/26">41"04-%%1,B1"E-*"+$"($@1"
-E-2"&/$("(2")/1$009)-+!$,"E!+4"B1$(1+/2"-,."B$-%L$/!1,+1.".1*!B,"
+$E-/.*"E-2*"+$"-%%$E"-(D!B9!+2="-,."1@1,".101)+!@1"!.1-*6"
"
71+E11,"TVVW"-,."TVV^"H"+9/,1."+$"(2"41/!+-B1"+$"*1-/04"&$/"!,*)!/-+!$,"-,."
(-+1/!-%*6"H"1A+1,*!@1%2"*+9.!1."-"D/$-."/-,B1"$&"/!+9-%"(9*!0"!,0%9.!,B"
>!D1+-,"'4-,+=">-!E-,1*1"P9*+/$,1*!-,"+/!D-%"(9*!0"-,."+/-.!+!$,-%"'4!,1*1"
01/1($,!1*"-,."+41-+/1"(9*!0"!,0%9.!,B"٧ᔍ" :J,$E,"-*"71!K!,B"f)1/-<="ࠄ
чᆅ" :X-,"71!"O9-,=">/-.!+!$,"'4!,1*1"(9*!0"!,"*$9+41/,"'4!,-"-,.">-!E-,<"
-,."01/1($,!1*"41%."!,"'$,&90!-,"+1()%1*6">9/,!,B"+$"+41*1"&9,0+!$,-%"+2)1*"
$&"(9*!0"/-+41/"+4-,"-/+"(9*!0"41%)1."(1"!,"(2"I91*+"&$/"-"*)$,+-,1$9*="%1**"
+1%1$%$B!0-%"*+/90+9/1"!,"+!(16">4!*"&1-+9/1"4-*"D11,"*11,"!,"*1(!,-%"E$/J*"!,"
+41"F1*+1/,"0-,$,="!,0%9.!,B"C1D9**2?*"2%33[6&"%#"A[3'&69+%":U]VT<="81**!-1,?*"
V'&%6(J"TJ-#'F(%&":U]]b<"-,."(-,2"$+41/*6"hA+1,.!,B"&9/+41/"&/$("+41"
*+/90+9/1"!,"+!(1="$+41/"1A-()%1*"$&"D/1-J!,B"-E-2"&/$("-"B$-%L$/!1,+1."
.1*!B,"!,0%9.1"G04$1,D1/B?*"-++1()+"+$"D/1-J"-E-2"&/$("-"&9,0+!$,-%"+$,-%"
*2*+1(="'-/+1/?*"1A)%$/-+!$,*"!,"+1()$"($.9%-+!$,*="G+$0J4-9*1,?*"
-))%!0-+!$,"$&"1%10+/$,!0".1@!01*"-*",1E"*$9,."*$9/01*="-,."N!B1+!?*"
1A)1/!(1,+*"!,"+!(D/1"-,."(!0/$)$%2)4$,2i"+41"%!*+"0$9%."!,0%9.1"(-,2"($/16"
;$E1@1/="H"/1I9!/1."-%+1/,-+!@1"(1-,*"+$"1A)%$/1"+41")1/01)+!$,*"H"
1A)1/!1,01."$&"-%+1/1."*1,*1*"$&"+!(16"
"
>$/9">-J1(!+*9".!*09**1*"-,"-))/$-04"+$"K9A+-)$*!,B"*!(!%-/%2"0$,+/-*+!,B"
HZLTd"
ġ
"
!.1-*="!,"-"E-2"E4!04"/1*$,-+1*"*+/$,B%2"E!+4"(2"-1*+41+!0"-!(*\"
"
H"E$9%."/-+41/"E$/J"$9+"-"*$%9+!$,"K9*+"$,1")!101"-+"-"+!(16";$E"
-D$9+"K9A+-)$*!,B"+41".!&&1/1,+"1,+!+!1*="F1*+1/,"-,."3-)-,1*1"
(9*!0="$,"-,"1I9-%"%1@1%l"H".$",$+"21+"J,$E"K9*+"4$E"+$"K9A+-)$*1"
+41(="D9+"+41"04-/-0+1/"$&"3-)-,1*1"(9*!0"*4$9%.",$+"D1"@-B91%2"
/1)/1*1,+1.6"H"!,+1,."+$"1()4-*!j1"+41".!&&1/1,01*"D1+E11,"
($.1/,"F1*+1/,"(9*!0-%"!.!$(*"-,."+/-.!+!$,-%"3-)-,1*1"(9*!0"
+4/$9B4"@-/!$9*"0$()$*!+!$,-%"(1-,*="*$"-*"+$"0%1-/%2"*4$E"+4-+"
+41*1"(9*!0*"-/1"0$,+/-*+1."!,"I9!+1"*)10!&!0"E-2*6HHH"
" "
6*'$,-.(GF V6N*$'1W(
>41")1/09**!$,"+/!$"`GJ1+04a=")/1(!m/1.".9/!,B"+41"7/!*D-,1"#1*+!@-%"!,"TVVe="
&$09*1."$,"-"42)1/(1+/!0"$/B-,!*-+!$,="E41/1"*1@1/-%"+!(1"%-21/*"$)1/-+1"
*!(9%+-,1$9*%26"P%*$"+4!*")!101"-!(*"+$"D/1-J".$E,"+41"*1,*1"$&"+1()$/-%"
)/$B/1**"-,."(-,!)9%-+1"+41".!/10+!$,-%"I9-%!+2"!,"+!(16">41"+104,!I91*"H"
-))%2"+$"+4!*")!101"-/1"1()%$21."+$"/1($@1"+41".1&!,!+1"1,.!,B"&/$("01/+-!,"
)4/-*1*"-,."+$"-**!B,"-".!&&1/1,+")-01"+$"1-04"%-21/6"
"
" "
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
HHH" >-J1(!+*9=">$/96"`>$/9"+-J1(!+*9="$,"G-E-/!\">/-,*%-+1."-,."-,,$+-+1."D2";9B4".1"
#1//-,+!"-,."5-2$!"M,$"h@1/1++6a"K-16#'9/"T6&#"!&'6"'9"M%&#%.9"!.#"A(&'16"h.6"5-2$!"M,$"
h@1/1++"g"#/1.1/!0J"N-96"8!..%1+$E,\"F1*%12-,"M,!@1/*!+2"Y/1**="TVVW6")6"TVW6"
HZLT]"
ġ
"
#!/*+%2="+41"0$((1,+-/2"E!%%")/1*1,+"+41"+E$"(-!,"%-21/*"+4-+"1(D$.2"
.!&&1/1,+"+1()$/-%".1*!B,*"+4-+"0/1-+1"!,.!@!.9-%")-01*"-,."04-/-0+1/!*+!0*6"
>41,"!+"E!%%")/1*1,+"-",9(D1/"$&".!&&1/1,+"0$(D!,-+!$,*"+4-+"-%%$E"+41"%-21/*"
E!+4"!,.!@!.9-%")-01*"+$"$009/"*!(9%+-,1$9*%2"!,"+41"(9*!06"
60"H*'$(GF ( V6N*$'1WF(51&%&'$*%,#$,'#(-8(B,%#$(&.3(6*'-.3(
D&/*%#(
>4!*"+/!$"0$((1,01*"E!+4"-"/1)1+!+!@1="E-@1L%!J1"&!B9/1"(-.1"9)"$&"+4/11"
&!A1.")!+041*="-"bn"D1-+"$*+!,-+$"!,"+41"7-**"8-/!(D-")-/+":#!B9/1"HZLU<6"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLUS(`GJ1+04a"D6"U="U*+"N-21/"
"
>41"I9-%!+2"$&"0$,+!,9!+2"-,."%-0J"$&"B$-%"$/!1,+-+!$,"H"*11J"!,"+41"E$/J"(-2"
D1"%!J1,1."+$"+41"8oD!9*"G+/!)":+E!*+1."02%!,.1/<\"-"$,1"*9/&-01="
+E$L.!(1,*!$,-%="$,1LD$9,.-/2"0$()$,1,+"*9/&-016"f,"-",$/(-%"/$9,."D-,.="
!&"$,1"+/!1*"+$"./-E"-"%!,1"$,"+41"*9/&-01="+41"%!,1"*+-2*"$,"1!+41/"+41"$9+*!.1"$/"
HZLeV"
ġ
"
!,*!.1"*9/&-01HZ6";$E1@1/"$,"+41"`8oD!9*"G+/!)a="$,1"0-,"./-E"-"0$,+!,9$9*"
%!,1"+4-+"E!%%"-))1-/*"$,"@1/2"*9/&-01"$&"+4!*"*+/!)6">41"/1*9%+!,B"!%%9*!$,"$&"
*)-01"!*"0$()-/-D%1"+$"+41"1A4!%-/-+!,B"1A)1/!1,01"H"*11J"+$"0/1-+1"E!+4"+41"
$*+!,-+$6">41"(9*!0"/1*!*+*"B$-%"$/!1,+-+!$,"!,")!+04="/42+4("-,.")4/-*!,B="
%1-@!,B"+41"%!*+1,1/"E!+4"(!,!(-%"091*"D2"E4!04"+$")1/01!@1"-"*1,*1"$&"
.!/10+!$,6">41"$*+!,-+$?*"E-@1L%!J1"0$,+$9/="+41"%!(!+1.")!+04"*1%10+!$,"-,."-"
0$,*+-,+"*4!&+"$&"-001,+")/$.901."D2"+41"!//1B9%-/"B/$9)!,B"$&"+41"
*1(!LI9-@1/*".!*$/!1,+*"+41"%!*+1,1/"-,.")/$.901*"+41"8oD!9*L%!J1"0$,+!,99(6" "
P".!&&1/1,+"I9-%!+2"!*"-**!B,1."+$"+41"*10$,."%-21/"E/!++1,"&$/"+41"(-/!(D-"
)%-21/="E4!04"4-*"-"*%$E1/")-01"+4-,"+41"&!/*+"%-21/6">41"*(-%%1*+"9,!+"!*"$,1"
D1-+"-,."$,1"0$()%1+1"*1B(1,+"!*"&$/(1."D2"-")4/-*1"E4!04"$009)!1*"Te"D1-+*"
:#!B9/1"HZLT<6"P%+4$9B4"+41/1"!*"/1)1+!+!$,="+41/1"!*"-%*$"@-/!-+!$,="-*"E!+4"1-04"
$&"+41"+4/11"020%1*"$&"+41"TeLD1-+")4/-*1"+41"(1%$.!0"(-+1/!-%"!*"@-/!1.":#!B9/1"
HZLe="#!B9/1"HZLW"g"#!B9/1"HZLb<6"X$"+E$"!.1,+!0-%"(1%$.!1*"1@1/"-))1-/"+E!016"
>4/$9B4$9+"+4!*"&$9/L)4/-*1"B/$9)="-"&9,0+!$,-%"+$,-%"*2*+1("!*"1*+-D%!*41."
D2"1()4-*!*!,B"+41")!+04"h"-,."-"/109//!,B"/1*$%@!,B"B1*+9/1"&/$("C"+$"h6"
"
>4/$9B4$9+"+4!*"&$9/L)4/-*1"B/$9)="-"&9,0+!$,-%"+$,-%"*2*+1("!*"1*+-D%!*41."
D2"1()4-*!*!,B"+41")!+04"h"-,."-"/109//!,B"/1*$%@!,B"B1*+9/1"&/$("C"+$"h6"
"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
HZ" ;1,%1="8!04-1%6"!"B-*)'96#-.'63"I9#.-+(1#'-9"#-"7-4-3-/56"X1E"5$/J\"C$@1/=U]]W6")6"UUV6"
HZLeU"
ġ
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLTS(`GJ1+04a"T,."N-21/"U*+"Y4/-*1"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLeS(`GJ1+04a"T,."N-21/"T,."Y4/-*1"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLWS(`GJ1+04a"T,."N-21/"e/."Y4/-*1"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLbS(`GJ1+04a"T,."N-21/"W+4"Y4/-*1"
"
H,"0$,+/-*+"E!+4"+41"+$,-%%2"-(D!B9$9*"&!/*+"%-21/="+4!*"%-21/"4-*"-,"!,0%!,-+!$,"
+$E-/.*"-"01,+/16">4!*"!*"/1-%!*1.",$+"$,%2"D2"(1%$.!0"B1*+9/1="D9+"-%*$"D2"+41"
)/$%$,B1."*!%1,01"-&+1/"+41"-))1-/-,01"$&"+41")!+04"h"-,."D2"+41"/1!,&$/0!,B"
$0+-@1*6" " "
"
P,$+41/"E-2"+41"+E$"%-21/*"0$,+/-*+"!*"!,"/1B9%-/!+2"$&"B/$9)!,B6">41"&!/*+"
%-21/?*"!//1B9%-/"-001,+")-++1/,*"-/1"0$,+/-*+1."E!+4"+41"*10$,."%-21/?*"/1B9%-/"
-001,+")-++1/,6">41"*9D*1I91,+")-++1/,"1(1/B1*"B/-.9-%%2i"!+"*+-/+*"
-(D!B9$9*%2="D9+"D2"D-/"b"4-*"1*+-D%!*41."-,"9,(!*+-J-D%2"/1B9%-/"
-//-,B1(1,+"$&"WpWpWpWpWpe"0/$+041+*":#!B9/1"HZL^<6" " " "
HZLeT"
ġ
"
"
>41"*10$,."%-21/"4-*"-"*+/$,B"I9-%!+2"$&"*+-D!%!+2"!,"!+*")!+046"f,%2"&$9/")!+041*"
-))1-/"!,"1-04"020%1="9,+!%"-+"+41"1,."-",1E")!+04"!*"!,+/$.901.="D/!,B!,B"-"
.!*+9/D-,01"+$"+41"+/-,I9!%%!+2="-,."0/1-+!,B"-"B1*+9/1"$&"0%$*9/16">4!*="-%$,B"
E!+4".2,-(!0*"-,."-/+!09%-+!$,="/1*9%+*"!,"-"*1,*1"$&"-,+!0!)-+!$,"-*"+41"020%1"
/1)1-+*6"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZL^\"`GJ1+04a"T,."N-21/"D6"b"
"
60"H*'$(IF V6N*$'1WF5-7",.&$,-.(-8(3,88*%*.$(90+#*#( ( (
>4!*")!101"*+-/+*"E!+4"-")$%2(1+/!0".1*!B,"D2"0$(D!,!,B"+41"+E$"%-21/*"
.!*09**1."-D$@16">41"&!/*+"%-21/"!*"-,"$*+!,-+$"$&"bn"0/$+041+*="E4!%1"1-04"$&"
*10$,."%-21/?*")4/-*1*"-/1"WpWpWpWpWpe"0/$+041+")-++1/,*":#!B9/1"HZLc<6"
P%+4$9B4"+41"+E$"%-21/*"-))1-/"@1/2"0$,+/-*+!,B"!,")9%*1="+41!/"-001,+*"(11+"
1@1/2"Te"0/$+041+*6"H,"D1+E11,"+41"Te"0/$+041+*="+41"-001,+*"0/1-+1".!**$,-,01"
E!+4!,"+41*1"+E$"%-21/*6"
"
#!B9/1"HZLcS"`GJ1+04a"D6"T"U*+g"T,."N-21/"
HZLee"
ġ
"
"
F41,"+41"*10$,."%-21/"-//!@1*"!,"D-/"b"E!+4"+41"($*+"0$()%1+1"-,."%2/!0-%"
)4/-*1"*$"&-/="-"0%1-/"0%$*!,B"&$9/L0/$+041+"9,!+"!*"!,+/$.901.":#!B9/1"HZLd<6"
"
#!B9/1"HZLdS"`GJ1+04a"D6"b"
"
G+-B1"$,1"$009)!1*"D-/*"T"+$"W="D-*1."$,"+41"(-+1/!-%".!*)%-21."-D$@16">4!*"
)4/-*1"!*"@-/!1."-,$+41/"+E$"+!(1*"!,"1A-0+"+$+-%"%1,B+46" " "
"
G+-B1"+E$"*+-/+*"!,"D-/"b6">41")4/-*1"!*"1A+1,.1."D2")/$%$,B!,B"+41"1,.!,B"
+$,-%"01,+/1"`ha"E!+4"$,1"1A+/-"&$9/LD1-+"D-/="-*")/1*1,+1."D1%$E":#!B9/1"
HZL]<6">41"0$()%1+1")4/-*1"0$()/!*1*"Tc"D1-+*"E41,"&9%%2"1A+1,.1.="-,."+4!*"
1A+1,.1.")4/-*1"!*"@-/!1."(1%$.!0-%%2"&$/"+E$"($/1"+!(1*6" "
"
#!B9/1"HZL]S(`GJ1+04a"D6"b"T,."N-21/"
"
H,"*+-B1"$,1="+41"T,."%-21/"E4!04"*+-/+1."E!+4"+4/11"TeLD1-+")4/-*1"B/$9)*="
&$%%$E1."D2"-,$+41/"+4/11"TcLD1-+")4/-*1"B/$9)*"!,"*+-B1"+E$="*9D*1I91,+%2"
/1-041*"*+-B1"+4/11"!,"D-/"UU":#!B9/1"HZLUV<6">E$"04-,B1*"-))%!1."!,"+4!*"*+-B1"
0$,+/!D9+1",$+!01-D%2"+$"+41"!,0/1-*1"!,")-016">41"0$()%1+1")4/-*1"%1,B+4"!*"
HZLeW"
ġ
"
/1.901."&/$("Tc"D1-+*"+$"Te"D1-+*"-,."+41"/42+4(!0"B/$9)!,B"E!+4!,"$,1"
)4/-*1"!,0/1-*1."&/$("^"+$"d6">41")-++1/,"!*"*9D.!@!.1."!,+$"
qepepepepepepepTr"-*"*11,"!,"+41"*0$/1"1A-()%16"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLUVS(`GJ1+04a"D6UU"T,."N-21/"
"
6*'$,-.(IF V⣪ဢW(@V?**3WA(
`⣪ဢa":`Q11.a<="0$()$*1."!,"TVVW"&$/"*$%$")1/09**!$,="!*"-"*9!+-D%1"1A-()%1"
+$".1($,*+/-+1"+41"!,&%91,01*"&/$("'4!,1*1"%!+1/-+9/1"-,."-1*+41+!0*"$,"(2"
0$()$*!,B6"h@!.1,+%2"+41/1"-/1"-",9(D1/"$&"!**91*"!,"/1%-+!$,"+$"+4!*"+$)!0"+4-+"
4-@1"!()-0+1."9)$,"+41"0$()$*!+!$,-%")/$B/1**"-,."+41"-))%!0-+!$,"$&"
(9*!0-%"1%1(1,+*"!,"(2"(9*!06">41".!*+!,0+!@1"*$,!0"I9-%!+2"$&"+41"*)$J1,"
%-,B9-B1"-,."+41"%$B$B/-)4!0",-+9/1"$&"+41"E/!++1,"04-/-0+1/*"-/1="-D$@1"-%%="
+41"($*+"!,&%91,+!-%6"
"
60"H*'$(GF C1*('1&%&'$*%,#$,'#(-8(51,.*#*('1&%&'$*%#(&.3(
#-0.3(
71&$/1"-,2"&9/+41/".!*09**!$,"$,"+41")!101"0-,"+-J1")%-01="!+"!*",101**-/2"+$"
.!*09**="1@1,"+4$9B4"1A+/1(1%2"D/!1&%2="+41"'4!,1*1"%-,B9-B16"P&+1/"+41"
HZLeb"
ġ
"
1-/%!1*+"1@!.1,01"$&")$++1/2"!,*0/!)+!$,*"&$9,."-/$9,."WVVV"76'6="+41"E/!++1,"
%-,B9-B1"4-*".!@1/*!&!1."&/$("!+*"$/!B!,-%")!0+$B/-)4!0"*2*+1(6ZZH" >41"
.1@1%$)(1,+"!,0%9.1*"-"%-/B1"0-+1B$/2"$&"E$/.*"+4-+"-/1"/1)/1*1,+1."D2"
)4$,1+!0"-,."*1(-,+!0"0$(D!,-+!$,*6ZHH" '4-/-0+1/*"D1%$,B!,B"+$"+4!*"0-+1B$/2"
,$+"$,%2"*9BB1*+"+41"*$9,."$&"+41"E$/.="D9+"-%*$")/$K10+"!(-B1*"D2"+41!/"
-))1-/-,016ZHHH" '-%%!B/-)42".1@1%$)1."!,+$"-,"!()$/+-,+"-/+"&$/("D10-9*1"$&"
+41"-1*+41+!0"@-%91"&/$("+41"0$()%1A!+2"-,."B/-)4!0"I9-%!+!1*"$&"+41"04-/-0+1/*6"
8$/1$@1/="04-/-0+1/*"0-,"&9,0+!$,"-*")$+1,+"*2(D$%*="-+"+!(1*"1@1,"D1!,B"
1,.$E1."E!+4"*-0/1.")$E1/6Hs" "
"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
Z" #-!/D-,J="3$4,6"g"Q1!*04-91/="h.E!,6"B$'96G"7.6+'#'-9"\"7.69&,-.*6#'-9O"G2.,12\"P%%1,"g"
M,E!,="U]d]6" "
ZH" 89/)412="Q4$-.*6"T6&#"!&'6G"!"]%N"W'&#-.56"X1E"5$/J\"P..!*$,"F1*%12"N$,B(-,="U]]^6"
TWLTd6"
ZHH" 7$%+j="F6"O6">41"f/!B!,"-,."h-/%2"C1@1%$)(1,+"$&"+41"'4!,1*1"F/!+!,B"G2*+1(6"!*%.'169"
V.'%9#63"@%.'%&="Z$%6"cd6"X1E";-@1,="'$,,6\"P(1/!0-,"f/!1,+-%"G$0!1+2="U]]W6"edLW^6"
ZHHH" `>41")4$,1+!0L*!B,!&!0"0$()$9,."B!@1*"*$(1"!,.!0-+!$,"$&"D$+4")/$,9,0!-+!$,"
:*$(1+4!,B"+4-+")!0+$B/-)4*"-,."!.1$B/-)4*".$"$,%2"-/D!+/-/!%2<"-,."(1-,!,B6a"G1-+$,="
31/$(16"`f,01"8$/1="$,"+41"h()+2"8$9,+-!,=a"7$%"2-%*"S%$'9+"7$%"2-%*G"7.69&36#'9/"!&'69"
2-%#.56"h.6"#/-,J"G+1E-/+6"F-*4!,B+$,\"'$))1/"'-,2$,"Y/1**="TVVW6")6"TV]6"
Hs" G04!/$J-91/="'$,/-.6"!"S.'%,"W'&#-.5"-,"B$'9%&%"69+"R6469%&%"B':'3'^6#'-9&6"X1E"5$/J\"
;-/0$9/+"7/-01"3$@-,$@!04="H,06="U]cd6"
HZLe^"
ġ
"
60"H*'$(IF V⣪ဢWX&"-0$($1*($*Q$(
>4!*")-/+!09%-/"E$/J"E-*"0$()%1+1."E!+4$9+"-"B!@1,"+!+%1i"4$E1@1/="-")$1("!*"
I9$+1."&/$("7$%"S--Z"-,"V+%&":G4!4L'4!,B<s" -+"+41"1,."$&"+4!*")!1016"7$%"S--Z"
-,"V+%&"!*"D1%!1@1."+$"D1"+41"1-/%!1*+"0$%%10+!$,"$&")$1(*"!,"'4!,1*1"%!+1/-+9/1"
-,."0$,+-!,*"$.1*"&/$("+41"*!A+4"+$"+41"1%1@1,+4"01,+9/2"P6C66sH" >41*1")$1(*"
-/1"&$%J"*$,B*"&/$(".!&&1/1,+")/$@!,01*"$/"*$,B*"1()%$21."!,"-/!*+$0/-+!0"
&9,0+!$,*6sHH" >4!*")-/+!09%-/")$1("!*"&/$("+41"*10+!$,"0-%%1."`છ॥a":`f.1"$&"
R!,a<6"
"
⣪ဢ (
⣪ဢᇇᇇǵқ៛ࣁᗩǶ܌ᒏҲΓǵӧН΋БǶ!
ྉᲉவϐǵၰߔЪߏǶྉෞவϐǵۗӧНύѧǶ!
⣪ဢ఺఺ǵқ៛҂అǶ܌ᒏҲΓǵӧНϐ෼Ƕ!
ྉᲉவϐǵၰߔЪ៍ǶྉෞவϐǵۗӧНύ᩷Ƕ!
⣪ဢߍߍǵқ៛҂ςǶ܌ᒏҲΓǵӧНϐṆǶ!
ྉᲉவϐǵၰߔЪѓǶྉෞவϐǵۗӧНύ᧲Ƕ!
" "
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
s"໳۸཈" :;9,B="[4$,B*41,"<6"၃࿶ᒧຏ" @$'"R'9/"J(69"^$(6">-!)1!\"F9",-,"+9"*49"049"D-,"B9"
&1,"2$9"A!-,"B$,B"*!="TVVT6"T^^LT^c6"
sH" G-9**2=";-9,6"7$%"2.-)3%*"-,"6"B$'9%&%"!%&#$%#'16"'-%!&$/,!-\"G+-,&$/."M,!@1/*!+2"Y/1**="U]]e6"
WcL^^6"
sHH" F-+*$,="79/+$,="1+"-%66"I9#.-+(1#'-9"#-"V.'%9#63"B':'3'^6#'-9&G"@-(.1%&"-,"B$'9%&%"7.6+'#'-96"h.6"
F(6">41$.$/1".1"7-/26"Z$%6"H6"X1E"5$/J\"'$%9(D!-"M,!@1/*!+2"Y/1**="U]^V6")6"e6"
HZLec"
ġ
"
:)4$,1+!0"+/-,*0/!)+!$,<"
3!œ,K!œ"0œ,B0œ,B="Dt!%u"Em!"*49œ,B6" "
G9ԁEm!"2ū/v,="jw!"*49ӿ"2ū&œ,B6" "
Gu"49x"0y,B"j4ū=".w$"jԃ"I!ď"j4ӽ,B6" "
Gu"2y9"0y,B"j4ū="Eӽ,"jw!"*49ӿ"j4ż,B2œ,B6"
"
3!œ,K!œ"Iū"Iū="Dt!%u"Em!"Aū6" "
G9ԁEm!"2ū/v,="jw!"*49ӿ"j4ū"(v!6"
Gu"49x"0y,B"j4ū=".w$"jԃ"I!ď"Kū6" "
Gu"2y9"0y,B"j4ū="Eӽ,"jw!"*49ӿj4ż,B"04x6"
"
3!œ,K!œ"0ӽ!"0ӽ!="Dt!%u"Em!"2ӿ6" "
G9ԁEm!"2ū/v,="jw!"*49ӿ"j4ū"*z6"
Gu"49x"0y,B"j4ū=".w$"jԃ"I!ď"2{96" "
Gu"2y9"0y,B"j4ū="Eӽ,"jw!"*49ӿj4ż,B"j4ӿ6"
"
YE!=(YE!(
>41"/11.*"-,."/9*41*"-/1".11)%2"B/11,="
P,."+41"E4!+1".1E"!*"+9/,1."!,+$"4$-/&/$*+6"
>41"(-,"$&"E4$("H"+4!,J="
H*"*$(1E41/1"-D$9+"+41"E-+1/6"
H"B$"9)"+41"*+/1-("!,"I91*+"$&"4!(="
79+"+41"E-2"!*".!&&!09%+"-,."%$,B6"
H"B$".$E,"+41"*+/1-("!,"I91*+"$&"4!(="
P,."%$|"41"!*"/!B4+"!,"+41"(!.*+"$&"+41"E-+1/6"
"
>41"/11.*"-,."/9*41*"-/1"%9A9/!-,+="
P,."+41"E4!+1".1E"!*",$+"21+"./26"
>41"(-,"$&"E4$("H"+4!,J="
H*"$,"+41"(-/B!,"$&"+41"E-+1/6"
H"B$"9)"+41"*+/1-("!,"I91*+"$&"4!(="
79+"+41"E-2"!*".!&&!09%+"-,."*+11)6"
H"B$".$E,"+41"*+/1-("!,"I91*+"$&"4!(="
P,."%$|"41"!*"$,"+41"!*%1+"!,"+41"(!.*+"$&"+41"E-+1/6"
"
" "
HZLed"
ġ
"
>41"/11.*"-,."/9*41*"-/1"-D9,.-,+="
P,."+41"E4!+1".1E"!*",$+"21+"01-*1.6"
>41"(-,"$&"E4$("H"+4!,J="
H*"$,"+41"D-,J"$&"+41"/!@1/6"
H"B$"9)"+41"*+/1-("!,"I91*+"$&"4!(="
79+"+41"E-2"!*".!&&!09%+"-,."+9/,*"+$"+41"/!B4+6"
H"B$".$E,"+41"*+/1-("!,"I91*+"$&"4!(="
P,."%$|"41"!*"$,"+41"!*%-,."!,"+41"(!.*+"$&"+41"E-+1/6sHHH"
"
P*"1A4!D!+1."-D$@1="+4!*"-,0!1,+"'4!,1*1")$1("9+!%!*1*"@1/2"*+/!0+"/42(1="
*+/90+9/1"-,."&$/(-+6">41",9(D1/*"$&"E$/.*"&$/"1-04"*+-,j-"-/1"!.1,+!0-%6"
h-04"*+-,j-"0$,*!*+*"$&"1!B4+"%!,1*"-,."1-04"%!,1"0$,*!*+*"$&"&$9/"04-/-0+1/*6"
>41"$,%2"1A01)+!$,"!*"+41"%-*+"*+-,j-="E4!04"0$,+-!,*"&!@1"04-/-0+1/*6">4!*"%!,1"
*+/1**1*"+41"/42+4("D1&$/1"!+"/1-041*"+41"1,."$&"+41"*+-,j-6"h@1/2"%!,1"!,"+41"
*+-,j-"4-*".!&&1/1,+"&9,0+!$,*"-,."!*"*+/!0+%2"D$9,."E!+4!,"!+*"/$%1":16B6="+41"
&!/*+"%!,1"-%E-2*")$/+/-2*"-,"!(-B1"$&"+41"/11.*<6"h@1/2"%-*+"E$/."!,"+41"&!/*+="
*10$,.="&$9/+4="*!A+4="-,."%-*+"*1,+1,01*"4-*"+$"D1"/42(1.":!616"9*1"+41"*-(1"
&!,!*4!,B"*$9,.<6";$E1@1/="+41"E4$%1")$1("*4-/1*"-"B1,1/-%"/42(1"E4!04"!*"
($/1"$D@!$9*"!,"+41"&!/*+")4/-*1"$&"1@1/2"*+-,j-6"f@1/-%%"+41"E4$%1")!101"
)/$.901*"-"/1*$,-,+"*$,!0"!(-B1"-,."+4!*"41%)*"+$"9,!&2"+41")$1(6" "
"
>E$"!.1-*".!/10+%2"!,&%91,01"(2"+4$9B4+*"$,"+4!*")!1016"#!/*+="H"&$09*"$,"
+!(D/1"-,."B1*+9/1"-*"9,!&2!,B"1%1(1,+*"($/1"+4-,")!+04"*+/90+9/1*":*904"-*"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
sHHH" M,!@1/*!+2"$&"Z!/B!,!-"N!D/-/26"B$'9%&%"7%J#"I9'#'6#':%6"P001**1."UT"X$@1(D1/"TVV^6"
4++)\}}1+1A+6%!D6@!/B!,!-61.9}04!,1*1}*4!K!,B}P,$G4!464+(%"
HZLe]"
ġ
"
(1%$.2<6"M,)!+041.")1/09**!$,="E!+4"!+*"+!(D/-%"&$09*="E-*"*1%10+1."&$/"+4!*"
)9/)$*16"G10$,.="+41"*+/90+9/1"!*"0$,01!@1."!,".!@!*!$,*"$/"j$,1*="1-04"E!+4"-"
.!*+!,0+"&9,0+!$,="/-+41/"+4-,"-*"-"0$,+!,9$9*="%!,1-/".1@1%$)(1,+6"
"
60"H*'$(PF LK,3*.'*(-8(,.8+0*.'*#( (
H,"`⣪ဢa"H"!,+1,.1."+$"0/1-+1"-,."9,!&2"+41"*$,!0"04-/-0+1/!*+!0"D2"1(D/-0!,B"
0$()-/-+!@1%2"*4$/+"-,."./2"*$9,."E!+4"@1/2"%!++%1"@1/+!0-%"/1*$,-,01"-,."
E!+4"@1/2"%!++%1"&-&#%9(#-6" "
"
>41")!101"9*1*"1A0%9*!@1%2"9,)!+041.")1/09**!$,=".!@!.1."!,+$"+E$"0-+1B$/!1*\"
(1+-%="-,."E$$.}(1(D/-,1":#!B9/1"HZLUU<6"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLUUS(`⣪ဢa")6"U"U*+"*2*+1("
"
" "
HZLWV"
ġ
"
f@1/-%%="+41"E4$%1")!101"/1)/1*1,+*"-")$!,+!%%!*+"-))/$-04"+$"*$,$/!+2="-,."!+"
E-*".1@1%$)1."9*!,B"+E$"(-!,"($+!@1*":#!B9/1"HZLUT"g"#!B9/1"HZLUe<6" "
G9*+-!,1."*$9,.*"-/1"@1/2"/1*+/!0+1.i"/$%%!,B"+104,!I91*"$,%2"-))1-/"*!A"+!(1*"
-,."1-04"+!(1"%-*+*",$"%$,B1/"+4-,"+4/11"*10$,.*"!,"+4!*"1%1@1,L(!,9+1"E$/J6"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLUTS(`⣪ဢa"($+!@1"H"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLUeS(`⣪ဢa"($+!@1"HH"
"
O1*+9/1"-,."0$,+$9/"-/1"&$/(1."&/$("9,)!+041.="9,*9*+-!,1.=")$!,+!%%!*+"
*$,$/!+!1*6"Q1($@!,B")$**!D!%!+!1*"&$/"&9,0+!$,-%"4-/($,2="(1%$.!0")4/-*1"
.1@1%$)(1,+"-,."*+/90+9/1="*+/90+9/1"!*"!,*+1-.".1+1/(!,1."D2"/42+4(*="
)-++1/,*="*!%1,01*="/1B!*+1/*="+1A+9/1*=".2,-(!0*"-,."-/+!09%-+!$,*6"
"
P"0%1-/"1A-()%1"!*"+41")-!/"$&")4/-*1*"+-J1,"&/$("D-/"bW"+$"D-/"^V":#!B9/1"
HZLUW<6"P%+4$9B4"+41/1"!*",$")!+04"$/"4-/($,!0"(-+1/!-%"+$"41%)".1&!,1"+41"
)4/-*1*="+4!*")-!/"/1)/1*1,+*"-"%90!.")1/!$."*+/90+9/16">41".1&!,!+!$,"$&"-"
0%-**!0")1/!$."*+-+1*"+4!*\"`>41"&!,-%")4/-*1"$&"+41")1/!$."0$()%1+1*"-"
HZLWU"
ġ
"
4-/($,!0"($@1(1,+"+4-+"+41")/101.!,B")4/-*1"$/")4/-*1*"4-."%1&+"
!,0$()%1+1a6sHZ" P,"!,0$()%1+1"0-.1,01"!*"*9BB1*+1."!,"D-/"bc="-,."0%$*1."!,"
D-/"^V6"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLUWS(`⣪ဢa"DD6"bWL^V"
"
"
6*'$,-.(PF Vݓ൑W(@V!(8,41$,.4(#'*.*(-8(
Z*,H,.4(T9*%&WA(
`ݓ൑a"E-*"E/!++1,"!,"TVV^"&$/")!-,$="0%-/!,1+"-,.")1/09**!$,"+/!$6"P*"
!,.!0-+1."!,"+41"+!+%1"+4!*")!101"4-*"*$(1".!/10+"!,&%91,01*"&/$("71!K!,B"f)1/-6"
H+"-.$)+*"+41"*)$,+-,1$9*"-,."&%1A!D%1"*+/90+9/1"&/$("71!K!,B"f)1/-?*"(9*!0="
*!,01"+41"(9*!0"!*",$+"E/!++1,"!,".1&!,!+1"&$/("&$/"71!K!,B"f)1/-6"Y!+04"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
sHZ" O/11,="C$9B%-**"86"X-.*"'9"7-963"A(&'1G"69"I9#.-+(1#'-9"#-"!9635&'&L"<9+"%+'#'-96"X1E"5$/J\"
;-/0$9/+"7/-01"3$@-,$@!04"'$%%1B1"Y9D%!*41/*6")6"b^6"
HZLWT"
ġ
"
!,*+/9(1,+*"$&+1,")%-2"!()/$@!*-+!$,"D-*1."$,"+41"*!,B!,B"(1%$.2"-,."$&+1,"
/1I9!/1"*)$,+-,1$9*"-.K9*+(1,+"-00$/.!,B"+$"+41"*!,B1/"$,"*+-B16">41"
)1/09**!$,")%-21/"4-*"+41"/$%1"$&"091!,B"-,."%1-.!,B"+41"1,*1(D%1?*"+1()$"
+4/$9B4$9+"+41")!1016sZ" 8$/1"!()$/+-,+%2="!+"-.$)+*"+41"*$,!0"&1-+9/1"&/$("
+41"0$(($,%2"9*1."1,*1(D%1"!,"71!K!,B"f)1/-="E4!04"!*"0$()-/-+!@1%2"*4/!%%"
D10-9*1"$&"+41"9*1"$&"*+/!,B*="E!,.*"-,.")1/09**!$,"!,"+41!/"4!B4"/1B!*+1/*6"
"
>41",$+-+!$,"$&"+41"E$/J"-%%$E*"(904"&%1A!D!%!+2"-,."*)$,+-,1!+2"!,"+1()$="!,"
-"*!(!%-/"(-,,1/"+$"+41"!.1-"$&")1/&$/(-,01"$&"+1()$"!,"71!K!,B"f)1/-="
+4$9B4"*+!%%"+41/1"-/1"/1&1/1,01*"+$")/10!*1"+1()!6"P%+4$9B4"+41"+1()$"(-/J"
!,.!0-+1*"0/$+041+"1I9-%*"*!A+2":!"~"^V<="!+"!*"+$"!,.!0-+1"+41"%1,B+4"&$/"
!,.!@!.9-%"B1*+9/1*"$/"1%1(1,+*="&/$("-"*!,B%1"*$9,."+$"-,"1A+1,.1.")4/-*16"
P&+1/"1-04"1%1(1,+="-"/1*+"-,."&1/(-+-"!((1.!-+1%2"&$%%$E*":#!B9/1"HZLUb<6"H,"
-..!+!$,"+$"+41"9*1"$&"/1*+"-,."&1/(-+-="+41/1"-/1"-%*$"B/-01",$+1*"-,."
!//1B9%-/"*9D.!@!.1."$/"-*2((1+/!0-%")-++1/,*"+$"-@$!."-"/1B9%-/"*1,*1"$&"D1-+"
:#!B9/1"HZLU^"g"#!B9/1"HZLUc<6"P%*$"+41")1/&$/(1/*"-/1"B!@1,"(-+1/!-%*"+4-+"
+412")%-2"-+"+41!/".!*0/1+!$,"E!+4!,"-"B!@1,"+!(1"&/-(1":#!B9/1"HZLUd<6"
"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
sZ" F!04(-,,="h%!j-D1+46"K'&#%9'9/"#-"7$%6#.%G"7$%"!(.63"0'*%9&'-9"-,"S%'_'9/"V4%.66";$,$%9%9\"
M,!@1/*!+2"$&";-E-!!"Y/1**="U]d]6"TWWLTW^6"
HZLWe"
ġ
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLUbS(`ݓ൑a"'%-/!,1+"D6"U"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLU^S(`ݓ൑a"'%-/!,1+"D6"^e"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLUc\"`ݓ൑a"Y!-,$"D6"d"
"
"
#!B9/1"HZLUdS(`ݓ൑a"Y!-,$"D6"^d"
"
X$+!01"-%*$"!,"#!B9/1"HZLUb="+4-+"+41"0%-/!,1+"!*"/1I9!/1."+$")%-2"$9+"$&"+9,16"
hA+1,.1."+104,!I91*"!,0%9.!,B"/11."D!+!,B"-/1"-%*$"0-%%1."&$/6">41")!-,$"!*"
)/1)-/1."E!+4"&$!%")-)1/"-,."/9DD1/"+$")/$.901"*$9,.*"+4-+"/1*1(D%1"
9,)!+041.")1/09**!$,6">41"/1*9%+"!*"-,"D$//$E!,B"*$9,."E$/%."+4-+"0$(D!,1*"
0$,+1()$/-/2"F1*+1/,"-/+"(9*!0"E!+4"*$,!0"04-/-0+1/!*+!0*"$&"71!K!,B"$)1/-6"
ZLWW"
ġ
"
51&9$*%(UF L+&"-%&$,-.#(&.3(
)*K*+-97*.$(
>4!*"04-)+1/"E!%%".1-%"E!+4"+4/11"0$()$*!+!$,*"E/!++1,"D1+E11,"TVVbLTVUU6"
>41"&!/*+")!101"!*"`ࡉࠒa":`;1-/!,B"+41".-/J,1**"04$J1"E!+4"+1-/*a<"&$/"+E$"
01%%$*"-,.")1/09**!$,="-"0$%%-D$/-+!$,"*+-/+1."!,"TVV^="-,.")-/+*"$&"E4!04"E1/1"
&!/*+")1/&$/(1."!,"1-/%2"TVV^6">41"*10$,.")!101"`ါၰᜤa":`;-/."!*"+41"Q$-."+$"
@$(a<"&$/"@!$%!,"-,.")!-,$"E-*"0$()$*1."!,"TVV]6"`>41"N!,B1/!,B"G01,+"$&"
'1%1*+!-%">1-/*a":`ਦηДύပ"Ϻ३໦Ѧតರ<"&$/"&%9+1="@!$%-"-,.")!-,$"!*"+41"
+4!/.="0$()$*1."!,"TVUV6"
"
H,"04-)+1/"HZ"H"1A)%-!,"+4-+"H"*11J"!,*)!/-+!$,*"&/$(".!&&1/1,+"09%+9/1*"+$"41%)"
(1"D/1-J"-E-2"&/$("!,&%91,01*"$&"+41"F1*+1/,"0-,$,6"H"+$904"9)$,"+$)!0*"
E4!04"/1%-+1"+$"'4!,1*1"%!+1/-+9/1"-,."0-%%!B/-)42="-,.")/$@!.1"1A-()%1*"+4-+"
0$9%.".1($,*+/-+1"*$(1"$&"+41"!()-0+*6"H,"+4!*"04-)+1/="+41"$+41/"!,*)!/-+!$,*"
.!*0$@1/1."&/$("+41*1"1A)%$/-+!$,*"-,."+41".!*0$@1/!1*"+4-+"-++/-0+1."(2"
-++1,+!$,"E!+4"/1&1/1,01"+$"+41"-D$@1"+4/11")!101*"E!%%"D1"+41"(-!,"
.!*09**!$,*6"
"
" "
ZLWb"
ġ
"
>41"I9-%!+!1*"+4-+".!*+!,B9!*4"+41*1"+4/11"E$/J*"&/$("+41")/1@!$9*"
0$()$*!+!$,*".!*09**1."!,"04-)+1/"HZ"-/1"+41"($/1"0$()/141,*!@1"
-))%!0-+!$,*"$&"+104,!I91*"-,."!.1-*"+4-+"H"4-@1".1@1%$)1.6">41*1"+4/11")!101*"
-/1"($/1"+4-,"1A)1/!(1,+*"$,".!&&1/1,+"(-+1/!-%*"$/"-*)10+*i"/-+41/="+412"-/1"
0$()%1+1"-/+!*+!0"1A)/1**!$,*6" "
"
H,"-..!+!$,"+$"-"D/$-.1,!,B"!,"(2"0$()$*!+!$,-%"+104,!I91="+41*1")!101*"
1A1()%!&2"(2")4!%$*$)4!0-%".1@1%$)(1,+"-,."!+*"!,&%91,01*"$,"(2"-1*+41+!0"
-))/$-04="1*)10!-%%2"E!+4"/1B-/.*"+$"*+/90+9/-%".1*!B,6"h-04"$&"+41*1")!101*"
*+/!@1*"+$"1,B-B1".!&&1/1,+"-))/$-041*"+$"!+*"*+/90+9/-%".1*!B,"$+41/"+4-,"-"
/-+!$,-%"-,."0$41/1,+"4!1/-/042="E4!04"9*1."+$"D1"+41"01,+/1"$&"(2"-1*+41+!0"
@-%91"&$/"(-,2"21-/*6" "
"
6*'$,-.(GF !;&%*.*##(-8(!*#$1*$,'(K&+0*#(
82"09%+9/-%"-,."&-(!%2"D-0JB/$9,."4-*"%1&+"!()$/+-,+"-1*+41+!0"!,&%91,01*"$,"
(2"(9*!0-%"*+2%16"f,1"J12",$+!$,"!*"+41"'$,&90!-,"!.1-%"$&"-"։η?":_(9^'k-,"
-00$()%!*41."B1,+%1(1,="-",$D%1(1,<"E4$".1($,*+/-+1*"+/91"@!/+916"H,"
'$,&90!-,!*(="(9*!0"!*"-,"!()$/+-,+")/-0+!01"+$"09%+!@-+1"$,1?*"($/-%"
04-/-0+1/6"'$,&90!9*"/1&1//1."+$"(9*!0"*1@1/-%"+!(1*"-,."/1B-/.1."!+"-*"-"
ZLW^"
ġ
"
*9)/1(1"&$/01\H" `C/-E"+41"!,*)!/-+!$,"&/$(")$1+/2i"1*+-D%!*4"$,1?*"04-/-0+1/"
E!+4")/$)/!1+2i"&!,."+41"&9%&!%(1,+"!,"(9*!0a6HH=HHH=HZ" "
"
>4!*",$+!$,"!*"1A+1,.1."&9/+41/"!,"'4!,1*1"+/-.!+!$,"!,"+41"+1/("ЎΓ?"
:N%9.%9<Z" .1,$+!,B"-")1/*$,"E4$"09%+!@-+1*"+41!/"04-/-0+1/"D2"1,B-B!,B"!,"
-/+*"-,."%!+1/-+9/1="-*"E1%%"-*"*11J!,B"J,$E%1.B1"&/$("D$+4"41/!+-B1"-,.",1E"
.!*0$@1/!1*6">4!*"!*"-"%!&1%$,B")9/*9!+="-,."-%%"-/+*")%-2"-,"!()$/+-,+")-/+"!,"
+4-+")/$01**6"P*"0$,+1()$/-/2"*04$%-/"X!0$%-*"O!1/"*+-+1*="`H,"-,0!1,+"'4!,-"
($/-%"09%+!@-+!$,"E-*"!,+!(-+1%2"0$,,10+1."+$"+41"-/+*="&/$("+41"-/+"$&"-/041/2"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
H" X$+"1@1/2"+/-,*%-+$/"-B/11*"$,"+41*1"@1/*1*6">4!*"+/-,*%-+!$,"!*"(2"$E,"@1/*!$,"D-*1."$,"+41"
$/!B!,-%"'4!,1*1"+1A+"-,."-"&1E"+/-,*%-+$/*?"$)!,!$,*6"H,"+4!*"@1/*1"'$,&90!9*"*9BB1*+1."+4/11"
.!*0!)%!,1*\"၃?":)$1+/2<="ᘶ?":)/$)/!1+2<"-,."኷?":(9*!0<"&$/"$,1"+$"09%+!@-+1"+41!/"(!,."-,."
D14-@!$9/6";1"/1B-/.1."+4-+"1-04".!*0!)%!,1"0$,+/!D9+1*"+$E-/.*".!&&1/1,+"-/1-*6" "
HH" '$,&90!9*6"7$%"!963%1#&"-,"B-9,(1'(&6">/-,*6"G!($,"N12*6"X1E"5$/J\"F6"F6"X$/+$,="U]]c6")6"
e^6"
HHH" '$,&90!9*6"7$%"!963%1#&"-,"B-9,(1'(&6">/-,*6"P/+49/"F-%126"N$,.$,\"O1$/B1"P%%1,"g"M,E!,"
N+.="U]cU6")6"UeW6"
HZ" '$,&90!9*6"B-9,(1'69"!963%1#&6">/-,*6"hj/-"Y$9,.6"N$,.$,\"Y1+1/"fE1,="U]b^6")6"bV6"
Z" '$()$*1/"F1,L049,B"'4$9")/$@!.1."-".1*0/!)+!$,"&$/"+4!*"@1/2"9,!I91"'4!,1*1"+1/("
D-*1."$,"89*!0$%$B!*+"H*-D1%"Ä6"#6"F$,B?*"0$,01)+k-")1/*$,"E!+4"9%+!(-+1"J,$E%1.B1"$&"+41"
-/+*":N%9.%9<"E-*"*!(9%+-,1$9*%2"-"*04$%-/"$/"*0!1,+!*+="-"*+-+1*(-,="-*"E1%%"-*"-,"-/+!*+"
-00$()%!*41."!,"-"@-/!1+2"$&"-/+!*+!0"(1.!-6"
ZLWc"
ġ
"
+$")$1+/2="(9*!0="-,.".-,01"*904"+4-+"@!/+9-%%2"1@1/2"-0+!@!+2"E$9%."4-@1"
D$+4"-"($/-%"-,."-,"-1*+41+!0"(1-,!,B6aZH"
"
H,"(2"$E,"0-*1="+41"'$,&90!-,"0$,01)+"$&"N%9.%9"E-*"!,&%91,+!-%"D1&$/1"H"
*+-/+1."(9*!0-%"+/-!,!,B="-*"(2"4$(1"D-0JB/$9,."!((1/*1."(1"!,"'4!,1*1"
)4!%$*$)42"-,."%!+1/-+9/1="+41"/1*9%+"$&"-"%$,B"%!,1"$&"B/1-+"'4!,1*1"N%9.%9O"
82"!,&%91,01*"E1/1".11)1/"+4-,"*!()%2"-1*+41+!0"$,1*="-,."*+-/+1."E1%%"D1&$/1"
H"E-*"-E-/1"$&"+41(6"N-+1/"H"/1-%!*1"+4-+"+41".9-%"/1%-+!$,*4!)"D1+E11,"
0$()$*!,B"-,."09%+!@-+!,B"04-/-0+1/"!*"-,"1,.%1**"*)!/-%")/$01**"!,"(2"
)/-0+!016"F4!%1"H"*11J"&$/"-"($/1"&%91,+"(9*!0-%"%-,B9-B1="H"-%*$"*11J"+$"
1*+-D%!*4"D1++1/"9,.1/*+-,.!,B"-,."/1%-+!$,*4!)*"D1+E11,"(2*1%&="+41"
)1/&$/(1/"-,."+41"%!*+1,1/6"'$()$*!,B"!*"($/1"+4-,"-,"-1*+41+!0")9/*9!+"!,"
+4!*"$9+%$$Ji"!+"!,@$%@1*"+41"$D%!B-+!$,*"$&"-"N%9.%9="*904"+4-+"0$()$*!,B"!*"-,"
!()$/+-,+"E-2"+4-+"H"09%+!@-+1"(2"($/-%"04-/-0+1/6" "
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
ZH" O!1/="X!04$%-*6"`>41"C-,0!,B"Q9\"P"'$,&90!-,"P1*+41+!0*"$&"Z!/+916a"2$'3-&-4$5"T6&#"69+"
M%&#="bU6T":P)/6"TVVU<"M,!@1/*!+2"$&";-E-!?!"Y/1**\"TdVLeVb6"
ZLWd"
ġ
"
6*'$,-.(IF 51,.*#*(2-*7#(
P")$1("D2"+41"B/1-+")$1+"Цᆢ" :F-,B="F1!"^]]Lc^U<ZHH" &/$("+41">-,B"
C2,-*+2":^UdL]Vc<ZHHH" )$/+/-2*"-"0%-**!0"!(-B1"$&"-"N%9.%9\"
Ԯٚᓔ?" "
ᐱ֤ࡉገٚǴ"
ቸถፄߏቖǶ"
ు݅ΓόޕǴ"
ܴДٰ࣬ྣǶHs"
"
7-(D$$"O/$@1";$9*1?"
H"*!+"-%$,1"!,"+41".-/J"D-(D$$*"
Y%-2"(2"%9+1"-,."*!,B"-,."*!,B"
C11)"!,"+41"E$$.*"E41/1",$"$,1"J,$E*"H"-("
79+"+41"D/!B4+"($$,"0$(1*"-,."*4!,1*"$,"(1"+41/16s"
"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
ZHH" Q$D!,*$,="O6"F6="+/-,*6"`H,+/$.90+!$,6a"2-%*&"-,"M69/"M%'6"8!..%1*1A="h,B%-,.\"Y1,B9!,"
7$$J*"N+.="U]ce6")6"Ue6"
ZHHH" 5$,B%!,="3!-,B6"`>-,B"C2,-*+26a"T91513-46%+'6"-,"A-+%.9"!&'66"h.6"Ä-/1,"'4/!*+1,*1,"-,."
C-@!."N1@!,*$,6"Z$%6">6"X1E"5$/J\"'4-/%1*"G0/!D,1/?*"G$,*="TVVT6")6"WUT6" "
Hs"Цᆢ" :F-,B="F1!<6"ύ୯ђڂ၃ຒᆒࠔ፞᠐G"Цᆢ" `!"a('+%",-."!44.%1'6#'9/"B$'9%&%"B36&&'1"
2-%*&G"M69/L"M%'b6"1.6"ഋਸচ" :'41,="G49L59-,<6"71!K!,B\"'4!,-"H,+1/0$,+!,1,+-%"Y/1**="TVVb6"
)6"de"
s" Q$D!,*$,="O6"F6="+/-,*6"2-%*&"-,"M69/"M%'6"8!..%1*1A="h,B%-,.\"Y1,B9!,"7$$J*"N+.="U]ce6")6"
eU6"
ZLW]"
ġ
"
>4/$9B4"+41"*+9.2"$&"0%-**!0"'4!,1*1")$1(*"!,"(2"2$9+4="+41"!(-B1"$&"N%9.%9"
4-*"1*+-D%!*41."-"*+/$,B"/$$+"!,"(2"(!,.6"X1@1/+41%1**"+4$*1")$1(*"%1-@1"
!,&%91,01*"($/1"+4-,"-"($/-%"-*)10+6">412"-%*$"*1/@1"-*"-")$$%"$&"!,*)!/-+!$,="
!()/1**!$,*="1($+!$,*"-,."/1&%10+!$,*"$&".!&&1/1,+"*+-+9*1*"E!+4"E4!04"H"
*2()-+4!*16">41"+4/11")!101*"!,"+4!*"04-)+1/"-%%"!%%9*+/-+1"*$(1"%1@1%"$&"
!,&%91,01"&/$("'4!,1*1")$1(*="*+-/+!,B"E!+4"+41!/"+!+%1*6" "
"
`ࡉࠒa="+41"+!+%1"&$/"+41"01%%$".9$"!*"+-J1,"&/$("`ดตՉa":`G$,B"$&"+41"N9+1a<"
D2"қۚܰ" :7-!="392!"ccTLdW^<="$,1"$&"+41"B/1-+1*+")$1+*"$&"+41"%-+1">-,"
C2,-*+26sH" ;1"9*1*"+41"+1/("ࡉࠒ?"!,"4!*")$1("+$".1*0/!D1"+41"(9*!0"(-.1"D2"
+41"'4!,1*1"!,*+/9(1,+"E4!04"/1*1(D%1*"+41"%9+16">41"h,B%!*4"+!+%1"`;1-/!,B"
+41".-/J,1**"04$J1"E!+4"+1-/*a="4$E1@1/"!*",$+"+41"1A-0+"+/-,*%-+!$,"&$/"+41"
'4!,1*1"+1/(6"H+"/1&%10+*"($/1"$&"(2"$E,"1A+1,.1."!,+1/)/1+-+!$,"$&"+4!*"
0$%%10+!$,"+4-,"K9*+"-"+/-,*%-+!$,"$&"+41"'4!,1*1"+!+%16"
"
f,"+41"0$,+/-/2="+41"h,B%!*4"+!+%1"&$/"@!$%!,"-,.")!-,$"`ါၰᜤa":`;-/."!*"+41"
Q$-."+$"@$(a<"!*"-"*+/-!B4+"+/-,*%-+!$,6">41"$/!B!,-%"E$/J"E-*"E/!++1,"D2"$,1"
$&"+41"B/1-+1*+")$1+*"&/$("(!..%1">-,B"C2,-*+2k׵қ" :N!="Y-!"cVULc^T<6"`ါ
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
sHġқۚܰġ ĩ7-!="392!<6"қۚܰ၃ᒧΒԭ२" :S6'"R(5'"<=="@%3%1#%+"2-%*&b6">/-,*6"Q1E!"P%%126"
71!K!,B\"X1E"F$/%."Y/1**="U]de6" "
ZLbV"
ġ
"
ၰᜤa":;-/."!*"+41"Q$-."+$"@$(<"!*"0$,*!.1/1."+$"D1"$,1"$&"4!*"($*+"
/1)/1*1,+-+!@1"E/!+!,B*=".1($,*+/-+!,B"4!*"1A01)+!$,-%")$1+!0"!(-B!,-+!$,"-,."
.1*0/!)+!@1")$E1/6sHH"
"
>41"+4!/.")!101"!,"+4!*"04-)+1/"E-*"B!@1,"-,"$/!B!,-%"h,B%!*4"+!+%1k`>41"
N!,B1/!,B"G01,+"$&"'1%1*+!-%">1-/*a6";$E1@1/="E41,"H"&!/*+"*+-/+1."0$()$*!,B="
H"I9$+1."+41"@1/*1"`ਦηДύပ="Ϻ३໦Ѧតa"$,"+41"*0$/16">4!*"+/-!,"$&"
+4$9B4+"E-*"!,*)!/1."D2"+41"*9D+%1="1+41/1-%"-+($*)41/1"-,."+41"*1,*1"$&"
1+1/,!+26"
" " "
H,"-..!+!$,"+$"+41"@!D/-,+="-D*+/-0+"-,."!(-B!,-/2"!()-0+*"H"B-!,"&/$("+41"
)$1(*="+412"(-J1"$+41/"0$,+/!D9+!$,*"+$E-/.*"(2"-/+!*+!0"-))/$-046"P($,B"
+41(="+41"($*+"!()$/+-,+"$,1"!*"+41"0$/1",$+!$,"$&"'4!,1*1")$1(*\"
*9BB1*+!@1,1**k-,"!.1-"!*",1@1/"+$"D1"1A)$9,.1."!,"&9%%"D9+"+$"D1"4!,+1."-+"
D2")$1+!0"$/"(2*+!0"(1+-)4$/*6">41")$1+?*"+/91"*9DK10+"$&+1,"!*",$+".!/10+%2"
1A)/1**1."!,"+41"+1A+6"P".1&!,!+1"*+-+1(1,+"$&"+41"*9DK10+"!*"0$,*!.1/1."@1/2"
)$$/"!,"-/+!*+!0")1/&$/(-,016"f,1"$&"+41"($*+"!,&%91,+!-%")$1+*"-,."0/!+!0*"!,"
'4!,1*1"4!*+$/2"N!9=";*!14":ቅቈ<"0%1-/%2"*+-+1*"+41"!()$/+-,01"$&"*2,10.$041"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
sHH" N9="7!,B4$,B6"`;-/."!*"+41"Q$-."+$"G49"Y$1("D2"N!"7-!="F/!++1,"'6"cWW6a"Y%,%.%91%"a('+%"#-"
M-.3+"K'#%.6#(.%6"h.6"G-/-"Y1,.1/B-*+"-,.">$("Y1,.1/B-*+6"e/."1.6"Z$%6"T\"F$/J*6"C1+/$!+\"G+6"
3-(1*"Y/1**="TVVe6"UT]bLUT]^6"
ZLbU"
ġ
"
!,"E/!+!,B"`аϿᕴӭ="௃ᇮคᒪخa":9*!,B"-")-/+sHHH" +$"*9("9)"+41"E4$%1="
%1-@!,B",$+4!,B"E41+41/"!,"+41!/"&11%!,B"$/"!,"+41"-))1-/-,01"$&"+4!,B*"
9,.1*0/!D1.sHZ<6"Y$1+*"*+/!@1"+$"1()%$2"*9D+%1"-,."/1*1/@1."-%%9*!$,*"+4-+"
!()%2"4!..1,"(1**-B1*6";1,01"+41"/101!@1/"(9*+"D1"1,B-B1."+4/$9B4"-,"
!,+1%%10+9-%"9,/-@1%%!,B")/$01**"+$"/1+/!1@1"+41"+/1-*9/1."(1**-B1"&/$("+41"
-9+4$/6">4!*"-1*+41+!0"!*"&$9,."-0/$**"(-,2"-/+"&$/(*"!,".!&&1/1,+"B9!*1*6"H,"
)$1+/2="$,1"*11J*"+41"(1-,!,B*"D12$,."+41"1A)/1**1."E$/.*i"!,"(9*!0="$,1"
*11J*"*$9,."$&&"+41"*+/!,Bi"-,."!,")-!,+!,B="$,1"*11J*"!(-B1*"D12$,."+41"
!(-B16"f@1/-%%="$,1"*11J*"+41"&%-@$9/*"D12$,."+41"&%-@$9/="E!+4"*9D+%1+2"-,."
/1*1/@1."-))/$-041*6"
"
>-J!,B"F-,B="F1!?*"`7-(D$$"O/$@1";$9*1a"-*"-,"1A-()%1="(-,2"*2(D$%*"
-))1-/"!,"+4-+")$1(="1*)10!-%%2"+4$*1"$&"(9*!06">41"%9+1"-,."*!,B!,B"-/1"
)$/+/-21."-*"+$$%*"+$"09%+!@-+1"-,.")1/&10+"($/-%"04-/-0+1/="-,."+$"1*+-D%!*4"-"
4-/($,!0"*+-+9*"D$+4"!,+1/,-%%2":-%$,1<"-,."1A+1/,-%%2":E!+4"+41"D-(D$$*"-,."
+41"($$,<6"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
sHHH" >41"+/-,*%-+!$,"$&"`Ͽa"41/1"9*1*")-/+?"!,"0$,+/-*+"+$"+41"E4$%1="4$E1@1/"!,"+41"$/!B!,-%"
'4!,1*1"0$,+1,+="+41"E$/."`Ͽa"41/1"/1&1/*",$+"$,%2"+$"(1,+!$,!,B"-")-/+"&/$("+41"E4$%1="D9+"
-%*$"!,.!0-+1*"-"%!(!+1."9*1"$&"E$/.*6"
sHZ" N!9=";*!146"K'#%.6.5"*'9+"69+"#$%"16.:'9/"-,"+.6/-9&G"!"&#(+5"-,"#$-(/$#"69+"46##%.9"'9"B$'9%&%"
3'#%.6#(.%6">/-,*6"Z!,01,+"59L049,B"G4!46"X1E"5$/J\"'$%9(D!-"M,!@1/*!+2"Y/1**="U]b]6")6"TWc6" " "
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"
H,"(2"$E,"-1*+41+!0="+41"@-%91"$&"*9BB1*+!@1,1**"E-*"%$,B"4!..1,6">4/$9B4"
+4!*"&$%!$"H"D10$(1"-E-/1"$&"!+*"!,&%91,01*6"H+"!*"+41"-,*E1/"+$"(2"
.!**-+!*&-0+!$,"E!+4"-,"$D@!$9*"(-+41(-+!0-%%2"$/B-,!*1."*+/90+9/1="$/"-"
($+!&L.1@1%$)(1,+"D-*1."0$()$*!+!$,-%"(1+4$.6"G+/!@!,B"&$/"-%+1/,-+!@1*="!,"
+41*1")!101*"H"*11J"04-/-0+1/"+4-+"/1)/1*1,+*"-"*1,*1"$&"%!,B1/!,B="
!,0$()%1+1,1**="$)1,,1**="-,."-@$!.-,01"4!1/-/0426">4!*"1&&10+"0-,"D1"
-04!1@1."D2"@-/!$9*"1%1(1,+*6">41"+104,!I91"-))1-/*"+$"0$,*!*+1,+%2"9+!%!*1"
-(D!B9!+2"!,")!+04"*1%10+!$,*"*904"-*"9,*+-D%1"($.-%"*+/90+9/1"$/"9,*+-D%1"
+$,-%"01,+/16" " "
"
>-J!,B"+41"Z!$%-")-/+"&/$("+41"Y!-,$">/!$"`>41"N!,B1/!,B"G01,+"$&"'1%1*+!-%"
>1-/*a"-*"-,"$D@!$9*"1A-()%1="!,"D-/"U]":#!B9/1"ZLU<="+41"I9!,+9)%1+"*9BB1*+*"
-".!&&1/1,+"+$,-%"01,+/1"&/$("+41",$+1*"!,"+41",1A+"D-/6"H+"!*"($/1"-))-/1,+"
D10-9*1"+41"!,+1/@-%"*+/90+9/1"-,."+41"(1%$.!0"0$,+$9/"D1+E11,"+41"+$)"+4/11"
,$+1*"-/1"+41"*-(1"&/$("D$+4"&/-B(1,+*":+41"%-*+"e",$+1*"!,"D-/"U]"-,."+41"&!/*+"
e",$+1*"!,"D-/"TV<6"f,1"-))1-/!,B"!((1.!-+1%2"-&+1/"+41"$+41/")/$.901*"+41"
*1,*1"$&"+$,-%"0$,&%!0+6"
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#!B9/1"ZLUS(`>41"N!,B1/!,B"G01,+"$&"'1%1*+!-%">1-/*a"Z!$%-"DD6"U]LTV"
"
ZLbe"
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"
P"*!(!%-/"+104,!I91"-))1-/*"-B-!,"!,"D-/"TT":#!B9/1"ZLT<="E41/1"+41"
I9!,+9)%1+"!*"-,"1A-0+"!(!+-+!$,"$&"+41"I9!,+9)%1+*"!,"D-/"U]"*+-/+!,B"&/$("7D?6"
f,"$,1"4-,.="!+"/1!,&$/01*"+41")-++1/,"-,."0$,+$9/"$&"+41"*-(1"($.-%"
*+/90+9/16"f,"+41"$+41/"4-,.="!+"*9BB1*+*"-".!&&1/1,+")!+04"&$/"+41"+$,-%"01,+/1"
+4-+")/$.901*"-".!&&1/1,+"*1,*1"$&"+$,-%"0$,&%!0+6"
"
"
#!B9/1"ZLTS(`>41"N!,B1/!,B"G01,+"$&"'1%1*+!-%">1-/*a"Z!$%-"DD6"TTLTe"
"
>41"@!$%-")-/+"&/$("`>41"N!,B1/!,B"G01,+"$&"'1%1*+!-%">1-/*a"!*"-"0%1-/"
1A-()%1"$&"(1%$.!0"!,&%91,01"&/$("'4!,1*1"(9*!0\"+-))!,B="B%!**-,.$"-,."
)!+04"D1,.!,B"/1&%10+"+2)!0-%")1/&$/(-,01"+104,!I91*"$&"*$(1"'4!,1*1"
)%90J1."*+/!,B"!,*+/9(1,+*":#!B9/1"ZLe"g"#!B9/1"ZLW<6" "
"
"
#!B9/1"ZLe\"`>41"N!,B1/!,B"G01,+"$&"'1%1*+!-%">1-/*a"Z%-6"+-))!,B"g"B%!**-,.$"
"
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#!B9/1"ZLW\"`>41"N!,B1/!,B"G01,+"$&"'1%1*+!-%">1-/*a"Z%-6")!+04"D1,.!,B"
"
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"
6*'$,-.(PF 51,.*#*(D,$*%&$,(-.(2&,.$,.4(
H,"-..!+!$,"+$"'4!,1*1")$1(*="+41"-1*+41+!0"$&"+4!*"/1*1/@1."-,."*9BB1*+!@1"
@!1E"-%*$"%1&+"*+/$,B"!,&%91,01*"$,"'4!,1*1"*04$%-/%2")-!,+!,B6">4!*"*+2%1"$&"
)-!,+!,B"D10-(1"-,"!()$/+-,+"(1+4$."&$/"N%9.%9"+$"1A)/1**"+41!/"-/+!*+!0"
0/1-+!@!+!1*6"ዑڰ" :>1,B"Ä9"U]VULU]WU<="-"/1,$E,1."'4!,1*1"-/+"4!*+$/!-,="
0%-!(1."+4-+"+41/1"-/1"+4/11"(-!,"&1-+9/1*"$&"+4!*")-!,+!,B"*+2%16">41"&!/*+"
&1-+9/1"!*"+4-+"+41")-!,+1/"!*"-"*04$%-/"/-+41/"+4-,"-,"-/+!*-,")-!,+1/6"G10$,.%2="
+41")-!,+!,B"!*"9*1."-*"-")/!@-+1"1A)/1**!@1"$9+%1+6">41"%-*+"&1-+9/1"!*"+4-+"+41/1"
!*"-".!*+!,0+".!&&1/1,01"&/$("+41"-0-.1(!0"*+2%16sZ" "
"
>41"B/1-+"G9,B"*04$%-/"-,."-/+!*+᝵ၪ" :G49="G4!"UVecLUUVU<"4$%.*"-"*!B,!&!0-,+"
)$*!+!$,"!,"'4!,1*1"*04$%-/%2")-!,+!,B"4!*+$/26";1"!*"B1,1/-%%2"0$,*!.1/1."+$"
D1"+41"&!/*+"+$"0$((1,+"$,"-,."/10$B,!*1")-!,+!,B"-*"-,"1I9-%%2"!()$/+-,+"
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sZ" >4!*"*+-+1(1,+"E-*"&!/*+"B!@1,"!,">1,B"Ä9?*".$0+$/-%".!**1/+-+!$,"E41,"41"*+9.!1."!,"71/%!,6"
P&+1/"4!*".1-+4"4!*")9D%!0-+!$,*"E1/1"0$%%10+1.="1.!+1."-,."*$(1"+/-,*%-+1."!,+$"'4!,1*16"
G!,01">1,B"Ä9"!*"+41"&!/*+"-,."/-/1".$0+$/"*)10!-%!*!,B"!,"'4!,1*1"-/+"-,."4!*+$/2="4!*"0$,01)+*"
-/1"E!.1%2".!*09**1."-,."-))1-/"!,"(-,2")9D%!0-+!$,*6">41"D1*+"/1&1/1,01"!,"h,B%!*4"+41"
-9+4$/"0-,")/$@!.1"41/1"!*\"79*4="G9*-,6"7$%"B$'9%&%"K'#%.6#'"V9"26'9#'9/G"@("@$'$"`>=PQU>>=>b"#-"
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-,."1*+-D%!*41."-/+"&$/("-*")$1+/2"-,."0-%%!B/-)42"!,"'4!,1*1"4!*+$/26";!*"
@!1E"$&"+/91",-+9/-%,1**"!,"-/+"!*"+4-+"!+"!*"+41"/1*9%+"$&"-"+/-,01L%!J1"*+-+16";1"
-%*$"@-%91."*)$,+-,1$9*"0/1-+!$,"$@1/")/-0+!01."+104,!I916">41*1"D10-(1"+41"
1**1,01*"/1)/1*1,+!,B"'4!,1*1"*04$%-/%2")-!,+!,B6">41"*9DK10+*"!,")-!,+!,B"-/1"
04$*1,"D10-9*1"$&"+41!/"($/-%"*!B,!&!0-,01"-,."+41")-!,+!,B"!+*1%&"/1&%10+*"-"
($/-%")/!,+"$&"!+*"0/1-+$/6sZH"
"
>$".1@1%$)"-"*+2%1"+4-+"-.$)+*"*$(1"$&"+41"&9,.-(1,+-%"-1*+41+!0"@!1E*"H"4-@1"
!,41/!+1."&/$("'4!,1*1")$1(*"-,."%!+1/-+!")-!,+!,B*"+$$J"21-/*"+$"(-+9/16"
G$(1"$&"+41"+104,!I91*"-/1"1A)-,.1."9)$,"&/$("+41"1A)1/!(1,+*"H".!*09**1."
!,"04-)+1/"HZ="*904"-*"*1-/04!,B"&$/".!&&1/1,+"*+/90+9/1".1*!B,6"H,"+41")-*+="
)/$)$/+!$,"-,.".1@1%$)(1,+"4-@1"D11,"1A+/1(1%2"!()$/+-,+"-*)10+*"$&"(2"
0$()$*!,B6"H,"$/.1/"+$"/1+-!,"-"*)10!&!0")/$)$/+!$,"(2")!101*"-/1"$&+1,"B!@1,"
0%1-/"+1()$"(-/J!,B6"P%*$="+41/1"4-*"-%E-2*"D11,"-"%$B!0-%"/1%-+!$,*4!)"-+"
D$+4"(!0/$"-,."(-0/$"%1@1%*"D1+E11,"&/-B(1,+*"-,.".1@1%$)(1,+*6"
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sZH" 79*4="G9*-,"g"G4!4=";*!$L21,6"T6.35"B$'9%&%"7%J#&"-9"26'9#'9/O";$,B"Ä$,B\";$,B"Ä$,B"
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>41"01%%$".9$"0$%%10+!$,"*+-/+1."!,"TVVb"04-%%1,B1*"+41*1"+E$"0$,01)+*"D2"
-.$)+!,B"-"*)$,+-,1$9*"*+/90+9/1".1*!B,6">4!*"!.1-"+/-,*&$/(*"0$()$*!+!$,"!,"
*1@1/-%"E-2*="!,0%9.!,B"+104,!I91*"+4-+"/1($@1"(1+/!0"*1,*1"-+"+41"%$0-%"%1@1%6"
P"*+/-!B4+&$/E-/."1A-()%1"$&"+4!*"+104,!I91"0-,"D1"*11,"!,"+41"T,."Z!$%$,01%%$"
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"
f(!++!,B"+41"+!(1"*!B,-+9/1"&/$("+41"1,+!/1")!101"41%)*"+$")/1@1,+"-"/1B9%-/"
-,.")/1.!0-D%1"(1+/!0-%")9%*16">41"D-/"%!,1*"!,"+4!*"0$()$*!+!$,"-/1"9*1."+$"
!,.!0-+1"+41"0$((1,01(1,+"$&"+41")4/-*1*"/-+41/"+4-,"+$"!,.!0-+1"-001,+*"-,."
(1+/!0-%"/1B9%-/!+26"P"/1B9%-/"D1-+"$/"D1-+".!@!*!$,"!*"-@$!.1.="D2"9*1"$&"+!1*="
*9D*+!+9+1."D1-+".!@!*!$,*="&1/(-+-="-,."9,1@1,%2".!@!.1."*9DL.!@!*!$,*6"H,"
-..!+!$,"+$"+41"-D$@1="E4!%1"+41")4/-*1*"9,&$%."-"9,!&!1."%1,B+4"!*")9/)$*1%2"
1@-.1.6"P%%"+41*1"(1-,*"-/1"9*1."+$"D/1-J".$E,"+41"-,+!0!)-+!$,"$&"+41"
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f,1"9,0$,,10+1."-,."9,/1%-+1."*10+!$,"-))1-/*"+$E-/.*"+41"1,."$&"+41")!101"
+4-+"D/1-J*".$E,"-,2"*1,*1"$&".1@1%$)(1,+"$/"&9,0+!$,"$/"4!1/-/042"$&"+41"
(-0/$"*+/90+9/16">4/$9B4$9+"+41"E4$%1")!101="E4!04"%-*+*"K9*+"$@1/"1%1@1,"
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-*)10+*"$&"(1%$.2="(1+/!0="/42+4("-,."+$,-%!+2="*+-/+!,B"&/$("D-/"ed":#!B9/1"
ZL^<6">4!*"*10+!$,")/1*1,+*"-"04-/-0+1/!*+!0"+4-+"!,41/!+*",$+4!,B"&/$("+41"
)/1@!$9*%2"1*+-D%!*41."*10+!$,*6" "
"
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#!B9/1"ZL^S(`ࡉࠒa"Z!$%$,01%%$"U"DD6"edLWU"
"
>$,-%%2="+4!*")-**-B1"!*"0%1-/%2"D-*1."$,"$,1"*+-D%1"($.1"&$/"+41"&!/*+"&$9/"D-/*"
!,"+4!*"*10+!$,="9,%!J1"+41"-(D!B9$9*"+$,-%".1*!B,".!*09**1."-D$@16"P"0%1-/"
I9-./9)%1")9%*1"!*"1*+-D%!*41."!,"D-/"e]LWV6"G$,$/$9*%2="+4!*"*4$/+")-**-B1"!*"
*9))$/+1."D2"+41"*$%!."(!.L/1B!*+1/"$&"+41"01%%$6">41"%!,1-/"($@1(1,+"
.1($,*+/-+1*"-"0%1-/".1@1%$)(1,+"+4/$9B4$9+"+41")4/-*16"P%+4$9B4"
)/$)$/+!$,-%%2"!+"$,%2"$009)!1*"-"@1/2"*(-%%")-/+"$&"+41"$@1/-%%"%1,B+4=".9/!,B"
+4!*"%1**"+4-,"I9-/+1/"$&"-"(!,9+1"+!(1"&/-(1="+41".!*+!,0+"(9*!0-%"
04-/-0+1/!*+!0*"-001,+9-+1"!+*"1A!*+1,016" " "
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F!+4"-%%"+41*1"-*)10+*"+4!*")-**-B1")/$@!.1*"-"0%1-/1/".1&!,!+!$,"$&"!+*"(9*!0-%"
04-/-0+1/!*+!0*"!,"0$()-/!*$,"+$"+41"/1*+6"39A+-)$*!,B"+4!*"*4$/+")-**-B1"
-($,B"+41"$+41/*"0/1-+1*"*+/90+9/-%"/9)+9/16" "
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6*'$,-.(RF C,"*$&.(J0#,'(
82"!,@1*+!B-+!$,"!,+$">!D1+-,"01/1($,!-%"(9*!0"E-*"!,!+!-+1."D2"+41"
0$()1%%!,B"-9/-%"1A)1/!1,01="-,."!+")/$@1."+$"D1"-"B/1-+"!,*)!/-+!$,"&$/"
/10$,*!.1/!,B"+41"&$9,.-+!$,"$&"/-+!$,-%L0$B,!+!@1"*+/90+9/-%".1*!B,6" "
"
>41/1"-/1"+4/11"(-!,"(1+4$.*"+$".1%!@1/"-"%!+9/B!0-%"+1A+"!,">!D1+-,"
01/1($,!1*\"/1-.!,B="/10!+!,B"-,."04-,+!,B6sZHH" >41".!*+!,0+,1**"D1+E11,"
+41*1"+4/11"(1+4$.*"0$9%."*11("@1/2"(!,!(-%"+$"-"%!*+1,1/"E4$"!*"($/1"9*1."
+$"-")!+04L.1&!,1.="%2/!0-%"(1%$.!0"%!,16">41".2,-(!0*"-,."0$,+$9/*"&$/"
/1-.!,B"-,."/10!+!,B"0-,"-))1-/"+$"D1"@1/2"(9*!0-%"E!+4"+41!/"(-,2"%1@1%*"$&"
-001,+*="E4!%1"+41"04-,+!,B"(!B4+"D1")1/01!@1."E!+4"($/1"/10!+-+!@1"
04-/-0+1/!*+!0*"D10-9*1"$&"+41"%-/B1",9(D1/"$&"!(!+-+!$,*"-,."/1)1-+*6"
"
>41"$@1/-%%"*$,!0"!(-B1"$&">!D1+-,"(9*!0"!*"-"@1/2")$E1/&9%"$,16"H+"0$9%."
!()/1**"+41"%!*+1,1/")/$&$9,.%2"E!+4"+41"B1,1/-%%2"%$E=".11)"9,!&!1."/!04"E1D"
$&"*$9,."0$,*+/90+1."D2"($,J*"*!,B!,B"+E$"$/"+4/11"$@1/+$,1*"$&"$,1",$+1"
*!(9%+-,1$9*%2="*9))$/+1."D2"+41")$E1/&9%"/1*$,-,01"$&"+41"!,*+/9(1,+*"-,."
+41"@1,91?*"/1@1/D1/-+!$,6"
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sZHH" '-,j!$="Q!0-/.$6"`Y1/&$/(-+!@1"P*)10+*"$&"7$,)$"N!+9/B26a"Q1*1-/04"C$09(1,+"
:9,)9D%!*41.<="TVV^6"cL]6"
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>!D1+-,"*-0/1."(9*!0"*4-/1*"-"*!(!%-/"-++!+9.1"E!+4"H,.!-,"/-B-*"+$E-/.*"
)!+04"-,."/42+4("-))%!0-+!$,*6sZHHH" >41",$+!$,"$&")/$.90!,B"1A-0+%2"+41"*-(1"
)!101"$&"(9*!0"!*"@1/2".!&&1/1,+"&/$("+41"E1*+1/,")$!,+"$&"@!1E6"H,"$+41/"
E$/.*="+41"(1-*9/1*"$&"!.1,+!+2"-/1",$+"D-*1."$,"+41")!+04"-,."/42+4("
*2*+1(*"&-(!%!-/"+$"E1*+1/,L+/-!,1."(9*!0!-,*6">41"0$,01)+*"$&"@-/!-+!$,="
!(!+-+!$,"-,."$+41/"$/B-,!*-+!$,"!,"E1*+1/,"(9*!0".$",$+"-))%2"+$">!D1+-,"
04-,+="E4!04"1,-D%1."(1"+$"%!*+1,"&/$("-"@1/2".!&&1/1,+")1/*)10+!@16"
"
G!(!%-/"+$"+41"1-/%2"*-0/1."(9*!0"*9,B"!,"N-+!,="+41"04-,+"(!B4+",$+",101**-/2"
D1"&9%%2"9,.1/*+$$."D2"+41"B1,1/-%")9D%!0k.1%!@1/!,B"-")/10!*1"+1A+"!*",$+"!+*"
(-!,"&9,0+!$,6"H,">!D1+-,"04-,+="+41"%!+9/B!0-%"+1A+"0-,"D1"!,+1//9)+1."D2"
(1-,!,B%1**"*2%%-D%1*"&$/"+41")9/)$*1"$&")/1@1,+!,B"$9+*!.1/*"+$"-001**"+41"
$/!B!,-%"+1A+6sHs" f,1"$&"+41"(-!,"&9,0+!$,*"$&"04-,+!,B"!*"+$"1,*9/1")1$)%1"
E$9%."D1"$@1/E41%(1."D2"+41"*-,0+!&!1.")/$01**6"
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"
sZHHH" Ä-9&(-,,="F-%+1/6"7')%#69"S(++$'&#"B$69#G"A(&'163"]-#6#'-9&"69+"I9#%.4.%#6#'-9&"-,"!"@-9/"
S--Z")5"#$%"SZ6$"S./5(+"26"69+"@6"@Z56"26"@%1#&6"7%$$(!,B+$,\"H,.!-,-"M,!@1/*!+2"Y/1**="U]cb6"
)6"e6"
sHs" Ä-9&(-,,="F-%+1/6"7')%#69"S(++$'&#"B$69#G"A(&'163"]-#6#'-9&"69+"I9#%.4.%#6#'-9&"-,"!"@-9/"
S--Z")5"#$%"SZ6$"S./5(+"26"69+"@6"@Z56"26"@%1#&6"7%$$(!,B+$,\"H,.!-,-"M,!@1/*!+2"Y/1**="U]cb6"
)6"d6"
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"
H,"-..!+!$,"+$"+41"/1&/1*4!,B"(1%$.!0"0$,+$9/="$@1/E41%(!,B"/1*$,-,01="-,."
+41"0$,01)+"$&"(!*%1-.!,B"B1*+9/1*="+41/1"E1/1"-"&1E"$+41/"1%1(1,+*"!,"
>!D1+-,"04-,+"+4-+"0-9B4+"(2"!,+1/1*+="1*)10!-%%2"+41"(9*!0-%"I9-%!+!1*"
0$,+/!D9+!,B"+$E-/.*">!D1+-,"04-,+?*"42),$+!0"-+($*)41/1"E4!04"4-@1"-"%$+"
!,"0$(($,"E!+4"(!,!(-%!*+"(9*!0\"%!(!+1."9*1"$&")!+041*="-,."-"%-/B1"
)/$)$/+!$,"$&"/1)1-+*6" " "
"
G$(1"!,&%91,01*"&/$("+41"*+9.2"(-,!&1*+"+41(*1%@1*"!,"+41"01%%$".9$")!101*="
-,."/1(-!,"-*"+41"1**1,01"+4/$9B4$9+"+4!*")-/+!09%-/"0$%%10+!$,i"4$E1@1/"!+"
E$9%."D1".!&&!09%+"+$"B!@1"-,2"(9*!0"1A-()%1"+4-+"*4$E*"-".!/10+"%!,J6"
"
P"($/1"$D@!$9*"+/-01"0-,"D1"*11,"!,"+41")1/09**!$,"*1+9)"&/$("+41"01%%$".9$"
0$%%10+!$,="1*)10!-%%2"!,"+41"T,."($@1(1,+":#!B9/1"ZLc<6#9/+41/($/1="+41"
.!*+!,0+"E-@!,B"*$9,."&/$("+41"G!,B!,B"7$E%="-%*$"J,$E,"-*"+41">!D1+-,"
7$E%="E-*"9*1."+$"-,,$9,01"+41"0$((1,01(1,+"$&"+41")!101":#!B9/1"ZLd<6"
"
"
Y1/09**!$,"G1+9)"&$/"`ࡉ
ࠒa":`;1-/!,B"+41"
.-/J,1**"04$J1"E!+4"
+1-/*a<"
8@+6"H" 8@+6"HH"
71%%">/11":G%1!B4+"71%%*<" 71%%">/11":G%1!B4+"71%%*<"
>1()%1"7%$0J*":e<" >1()%1"7%$0J*":e<"
O$,B" >!D1+-,"02(D-%*"
" G!,B!,B"7$E%"
#!B9/1"ZLcS(`ࡉࠒa"Y1/09**!$,"G1+9)="8@+6"H"g"HH"
ZL^U"
ġ
"
"
"
#!B9/1"ZLdS(`ࡉࠒa(8@+6"HH="DD6"ULW"
"
P%+4$9B4"-".!/10+"-,.".1&!,!+1"(9*!0"1A01/)+"+4-+"E$9%."*4$E"+41"!,&%91,01*"
&/$(">!D1+-,"(9*!0"!*"4-/."+$"0!+1="+41"/!04"-,."!,01**-,+"/1*$,-,01="+41"0-%("
-,."/10!+-+!@1L%!J1"04-,+!,B="-,."+41"(1.!+-+!@1"-,."!,&!,!+1"-+($*)41/1"4-@1"
%1&+"+41!/"!()-0+"$,"(2"(9*!0-%")1/*$,-6
ZHL^T"
ġ
"
51&9$*%(UEF ?*K,*;(&.3(%*8-%7(
>4!*"04-)+1/".!*09**1*"&$9/"0$()$*!+!$,*"!,"+41"&$%!$\"`f/+9*a":TVV]<"&$/"04$!/="
`;$/-1a":TVUV<"&$/")!-,$":-"*9!+1"+4-+"0$,+!,91*"+$"1A)-,.<="`h9%$B2a":TVUT<"
&$/"4!B4"@$!01"-,.")!-,$"-,."`7g7a":TVUe<"&$/"D/-**"I9!,+1+6">4!*"B/$9)"$&"
0$()$*!+!$,*"(-2"D1"@!1E1."-*"-"/10$!%!,B"/1-0+!$,"+$"+41".10$,*+/90+!@1"
)/$01**".1*0/!D1."!,"+41")/1@!$9*"04-)+1/6">4!*"!*"!,"J11)!,B"E!+4"81**!-1,?*"
)/!,0!)%1\"
"
F1"*4-%%",$+"/1K10+"+41"$%."/9%1*"$&"4-/($,2"-,."$&"&$/(i"%1+"9*"
/1(1(D1/"+41("0$,*+-,+%2="E41+41/"+$"$D*1/@1"+41(="$/"+$"
-9B(1,+"+41(="$/"+$"-.."+$"+41("*$(1"$+41/"*+!%%"$%.1/":+4$*1"$&"
)%-!,04-,+"-,.";!,.9"/42+4(!0*<"$/"($/1"/101,+":+4$*1"*9BB1*+1."
D2"C1D9**2"-,."-%%"0$,+1()$/-/2"(9*!0<6H"
"
>41"0$()$*!+!$,*".!*09**1."!,"'4-)+1/"Z"/1)/1*1,+"-")/$01**"$&"/1@!1E!,B"
-,."-**!(!%-+!$,"$&"!.1-*"B-!,1."+4/$9B4"!,@1*+!B-+!$,"$&"*1@1/-%"-/1-*6"f,1"
-/1-"!*"-".11)1,!,B"1A)$*9/1"+$"@-/!$9*"+/-.!+!$,-%"P*!-,"(9*!0*="($*+"
*+/$,B%2"!,&%91,0!,B"+41"&$%%$E!,B"E$/J*\"`ࡉࠒa":`;1-/!,B"+41".-/J,1**"
04$J1"E!+4"+1-/*a<="`ါၰᜤa":`;-/."!*"+41"Q$-."+$"@$(a<"-,."`>41"N!,B1/!,B"
G01,+"$&"'1%1*+!-%">1-/*a":`ਦηДύပ="Ϻ३໦Ѧតರ<6"H,"0$,+/-*+="ಯf/+9*a="
`;$/-1a="`h9%$B2a"-,."`7g7a="+41"E$/J*".!*09**1."!,"+4!*"04-)+1/"*)/!,B"
&/$("(2")$*!+!@1"/1L1@-%9-+!$,"$&"F1*+1/,"+104,!I91*"-,."*+/90+9/1*6" "
"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
H" 81**!-1,="f%!@!1/6"7$%"7%1$9'F(%"-,"A5"A(&'163"K69/(6/%">&#"H-3(*%G"7%J#6">/-,*6"3$4,"
G-++1/&!1%.6"Y-/!*\"P%)4$,*1"N1.90="U]b^6")6"Ue6"
ZHL^e"
ġ
"
82"/1L1@-%9-+!$,")/$01**"$)1/-+1*"$,"(-,2".!&&1/1,+"%1@1%*="1A+1,.!,B"&/$("
+104,!0-%"!**91*"+$"-1*+41+!0"-))/$-041*="-,."!+"!,@$%@1*"/1&%10+!$,"-,."
/10$,*!.1/-+!$,"$&"+41"1A!*+!,B"0$()$*!+!$,-%"*9DK10+*6">4!*"04-)+1/"E!%%"
1A-(!,1"+41*1"/1&%10+!$,*"/1%-+!,B"+$"+41"&$9/")!101*6"
"
>$"0%-/!&2"+41"-1*+41+!0".!&&1/1,01"D1+E11,"+41"0$()$*!+!$,*".!*09**1."!,"
04-)+1/"Z"-,."ZH="H"E!%%"D$//$E"-"0%1-/"-,."*4$/+".1*0/!)+!$,"B!@1,"D2"8-++!01\" "
"
`>/-.!+!$,-%"E1*+1/,"-1*+41+!0"@$0-D9%-/2"!,0%9.1*"*904"
!()$/+-,+"0$,01)+*"-*"D1-9+2="&$/(="*2((1+/2="$/.1/=".!*!,+1/1*+="
-,.")%1-*9/16">/-.!+!$,-%"'4!,1*1"-1*+41+!0"@$0-D9%-/2"!,0%9.1*"
*904"!()$/+-,+"0-+1B$/!1*"-*"/1*)$,*!@1,1**="D-%-,01="+/-,I9!%%!+2="
D%-,.,1**=")9/!+2="*9D+%1+2="*)!/!+1.,1**="*9BB1*+!@1,1**="-,."
,-+9/-%,1**6aHH"
"
>41"E$/J*"0$,*!.1/1."!,"+4!*"04-)+1/"/1&$09*"$,"+41"!**91*"$&"D1-9+2="&$/(="
*2((1+/2="$/.1/=".!*!,+1/1*+"-,.")%1-*9/16">412"-/1"D-*1."$,"-"*1-/04"&$/",1E"
!,+1/)/1+-+!$,*"-,."1A)/1**!$,*"+4-+"D1,1&!+"&/$("+41"!,*)!/-+!$,".1/!@1."&/$("
+41")!101*"0$,*!.1/1."!,"'4-)+1/"Z6" "
"
" "
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
HH" 8-++!01="G-/-46"`P/+!*+/2"-*"81+4$.$%$B2\"P1*+41+!0"hA)1/!1,01"-,."'4!,1*1"Y4!%$*$)426a"
2$'3-&-4$5"B-*46&&6"d6e":TVUe<\")6"TVU6"7%-0JE1%%"Y9D%!*4!,B"N+.6":CfH\"UV6UUU})40e6UTVUW<6"
ZHL^W"
ġ
"
P,$+41/"!**91"+$"0$,*!.1/"!*"(2"1A)$*9/1"+$"!,.!B1,$9*">-!E-,1*1"09%+9/1*"
+4-+"$009//1.".9/!,B"+41"1-/%!1/")1/!$."$&"+4!*"&$%!$="TVVeLTVV^6">41"@!D/-,+"
.!@1/*!+2="*$,!0"+1A+9/1*="01/1($,!-%"9*1*"-,."$+41/"-*)10+*"H"1A)1/!1,01."!,"
+41".!@1/*1"!,.!B1,$9*"+/-.!+!$,*")/$@1."+$"D1"-"/!04"/1*$9/01"1*)10!-%%2"&$/"
04$/-%"E/!+!,B="*!,01"@$0-%"(9*!0"!*")/1.$(!,-,+"!,"+41*1"+/-.!+!$,*6"
"
H"*)1,+"-D$9+"1!B4+"+$",!,1"($,+4*"1-04"21-/"!,">-!E-,"D1+E11,"TVVeLTVV^="
.9/!,B"E4!04"H"E-*"-0+!@1"!,"0$()$*!,B"-,."0$,.90+!,B"*1@1/-%"2$9+4"04$!/*6"
>4/11"!,&%91,01*="+41,="0-(1"+$B1+41/\">-!E-,1*1"+/-.!+!$,-%"-,."+/!D-%"(9*!0="
0$%%-D$/-+!$,"E!+4"2$9+4"04$!/*="-,."!,*)!/-+!$,"&/$("*+9.2!,B"F1*+1/,"
0$()$*!+!$,"+104,!I91*6">41"0$(D!,-+!$,"$&"+41*1"!,&%91,01*"./1E"(1"!,+$"
+41"/10$,*!.1/-+!$,*".1*0/!D1."-D$@1="-,."+41*1"/10$,*!.1/-+!$,*"E1/1"&!/*+"
*9001**&9%%2"!,+1B/-+1."!,"+41"04$/-%"E$/J"`f/+9*a":TVV]<6"
"
( (
ZHL^b"
ġ
"
6*'$,-.(IF ?*'-.#,3*%&$,-.(,.(7*+-3,'(
'-.$-0%(
60"H*'$(GF ?*#-0%'*#(8%-7(O*#$*%.(J0#,'(
F4!%1"'4!,1*1"-,.">!D1+-,"(9*!0"!,&%91,01."(1"+$"-.$)+".!&&1/1,+"(1%$.!0"
0$,+$9/*=")4/-*1"*+/90+9/1*="-,."+$,-%"-,."+9,!,B"*2*+1(*="H"-%*$"*$9B4+"
!,*)!/-+!$,"&/$("1-/%2"F1*+1/,"(9*!0=")-/+!09%-/%2"04$/-%"+/-.!+!$,*="E!+4"
+41!/"-,0!1,+"%!,1-B16" "
"
82"D/$-."D-0JB/$9,."!,"04$/-%"*!,B!,B"-%*$"!,&%91,01*"(2"E$/J*6"G+-/+!,B"
&/$(")/!(-/2"*04$$%="H?@1"E$/J1."E!+4"*1@1/-%"04$!/*"-*"-"*!,B1/="0$,.90+$/"
$/"0$()$*1/6"82"4!B4"*04$$%"04$!/"-E-J1,1."*1@1/-%"!,+1/1*+*=")-/+!09%-/%2"!,"
+41"8-**="!,0%9.!,B"+41"+/-.!+!$,-%"N-+!,"8-**="-,."+41"$,1*"D2"7-04="8$j-/+"
-,."711+4$@1,6">4!*"%!*+"$&"!,+1/1*+*"1A+1,.*"+$"(-,2"$+41/"0$()$*1/*="
)-/+!09%-/%2"G+1)41,"N11J":+41"($*+"/101,+"-,."%$0-%"1A-()%1<"-,."71,K-(!,"
7/!++1,="D$+4"$&"E4$("/1(-!,"!()$/+-,+"!,*)!/-+!$,*6" "
"
( (
ZHL^^"
ġ
"
60"H*'$(PF LQ&79+*#(
H,"`f/+9*a="+41"$)1,!,B"(1%$.2"!%%9*+/-+1."-"04-/-0+1/!*+!0"&/$("+41"*+2%1"$&"
)%-!,04-,+*"E4!04"1()%$2*"-"0%1-/"C$/!-,"($.1"-,."E!+4"%!(!+1."($@1(1,+"
:E!+4!,"&!@1",$+1*<":#!B9/1"ZHLU<6"F!+4!,"+41"$)1,!,B")4/-*1="-"*+1-.2"
I9-./9)%1")9%*1"!*"1*+-D%!*41.="-%+4$9B4"*$(1"D-/*"4-@1"-..1."I9-@1/*6" " "
"
"
"
#!B9/1"ZHLU\"`f/+9*a"DD6"ULc"
"
6*'$,-.(PF ?*'-.#,3*%&$,-.(,.(1&%7-./(
60"H*'$(GF ?*#-0%'*#(8%-7(C&,;&.*#*(E.3,4*.-0#(J0#,'( (
82"1A)1/!1,01"E!+4"!,.!B1,$9*">-!E-,1*1")1$)%1"!,"TVVeLVb"E-*")/!(-/!%2"
E!+4"+41"S(9(9")1$)%1":$&&!0!-%%2"+41"!,.!B1,$9*"B/$9)*"-/1"/10$B,!*1."-*"!*'="
!#6563="S(9(9="e6:6369="26'N69="2(5(*6="Y(Z6'="@6'&'56#="7$6-="76-"-,."7&-(<6HHH"
>41"S(9(9c&"($*+"E1%%LJ,$E,"/!+9-%"(9*!0"26&')(#)(#?="*9,B".9/!,B"+41"
&1/+!%!+2"01/1($,!1*="E-*"&!/*+"/1@1-%1."+$"1+4,$(9*!0$%$B!*+*"-+"+41"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
HHH" >41"hLB$@1/,(1,+"h,+/2"Y$!,+"$&">-!E-,6"I9+'/%9-(&"!.#&6"P001**1."UV"X$@"TVV^6"
4++)\}}1,B%!*46EEE6B$@6+E}1LO$@" "
ZHL^c"
ġ
"
H,+1/,-+!$,-%"#$%J"89*!0"'$9,0!%"D2"Ä9/$*-E-">-J-+$($"!,"Y-/!*="U]be6HZ"
26&')(#)(#"/1)/1*1,+1."(-,2"$&"S(9(9c&"+2)!0-%"(9*!0-%"04-/-0+1/!*+!0*="
)1/4-)*"($*+",$+-D%2"-"/!04"@1/+!0-%",-+9/-%"+1A+9/16Z" >41"S(9(9c&"(9*!0-%"
%-,B9-B1"!*")/!(-/2"-"4-/($,!0"$,1="-,."+41"(-K$/!+2"$&"/42+4(!0")-++1/,*"
-/1"4$($)4$,!0"$@1/"&$9/"+$"1!B4+"@$!01*6"Y-/+!09%-/%2"0/!+!0-%"!,"-"
)1/&$/(-,01"!*"-"/!04"&!,-%"*$,$/!+2="*!,01"!+"!*"*11,"-*"-")/1.!0+!$,"$&"-,"
$,0$(!,B"-D9,.-,+"4-/@1*+6">41/1"!*"@1/2"%!++%1"*0$)1"!,"+4!*"(9*!0"&$/"1!+41/"
*$%$!*+!0".!*)%-2"$/")$%2)4$,!0"%-21/!,B6">41"1**1,+!-%"I9-%!+2"$&"S(9(9"(9*!0"
!*="!,*+1-.="/1*$,-,+"4-/($,2="E!+4"%!++%1".!@1/*!$,"!,+$"*!,B%1"%!,1*i"
01/1($,!-%"D1%!1&*"/1I9!/1"-"0$,*!*+1,+"4-/($,!*-+!$,"+4/$9B4$9+"-"
)1/&$/(-,016"
"
H,"1,0$9,+1/!,B"+4!*"(9*!0="H"E-*")-/+!09%-/%2"*+/90J"D2"+41"!()$/+-,01"$&"
$@1/+$,1*"!,"+41"S(9(9c&"4-/($,!0"*+/90+9/1*="*904"+4-+"+41")-/+*"&$%%$E"+41"
&!/*+"1!B4+"$/",!,1")-/+!-%*"$&"+41"4-/($,!0"*1/!1*="/1*9%+!,B"!,",-+9/-%"+/!-.*"
E!+4!,"+41"+1A+9/16">/!-.*"41/1"4-@1"I9!+1"-".!&&1/1,+"(1-,!,B"&/$("+41!/"
(1-,!,B"E!+4!,"+41"F1*+1/,"+/-.!+!$,6"#$/"-"E1%%L+/-!,1."F1*+1/,"(9*!0"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
HZ" ;*9=">*-,BL;$91!":E!+4"59L;*!9"N9<6"`>-!E-,=¨T\"PD$/!B!,-%"89*!06a"a.-:%"A(&'1"V93'9%6"
fA&$/."M,!@1/*!+2"Y/1**="TVV^6"P001**1."TT"f0+"TVV^6"4++)\}}EEE6B/$@1(9*!060$(" "
Z" 79/1-9"$&"'9%+9/-%"Y-/J="'$9,0!%"$&"H,.!B1,$9*"Y1$)%1*="hA109+!@1"59-,6"7$%"!(&#.-9%&'69"
2%-43%&"-,"76'N696"P001**1."UU"X$@"TVV^6"4++)\}}EEE6+-0)6B$@6+E" "
ZHL^d"
ġ
"
%!*+1,1/="-"+/!-."$/"-".$(!,-,+"4-*"-"&9,0+!$,"E!+4!,"-"/41+$/!0-%"B$-%L$/!1,+1."
+$,-%"*+/90+9/1="/-+41/"+4-,"D1!,B"&$09*1.")/!(-/!%2"$,"+41"/1*$,-,016"H,"
S(9(9c&"(9*!0="+41"4!1/-/042"$&"04$/.*"!*",$+"./!@1,"D2"+41!/"+$,-%"&9,0+!$,*"
D9+"D2"+41!/"%1@1%*"$&"/1*$,-,016">41"4-/($,2".$1*",$+"/1%1-*1"!+*"+1,*!$,"D2"
/1+9/,"+$"-"+$,-%"01,+/1"D9+"+$"-,2"04$/.*"+4-+"0$,*!*+"$&"($/1")1/&10+"!,+1/@-%*"
:)1/&10+"9,!*$,="$0+-@1"-,."b+4<6"
"
>41"79,9,?*"(9*!0"/1)/1*1,+1."&$/"(1"-"/-.!0-%".1)-/+9/1"&/$("F1*+1/,"
+$,-%"*2*+1(*="0$()-/-D%1"+$"+41"@-/!$9*")$*+L+$,-%"-))/$-041*"H"-**!(!%-+1."
!,"(2"F1*+1/,"+/-!,!,B6"H"1A)1/!1,01."-%*$"-"/1@1%-+!$,"$&")/1K9.!01"!,"(2"
%!*+1,!,Bi"!+"+$$J"1&&$/+"+$"*9*)1,."(2"F1*+1/,"+/-!,!,B"!,"$/.1/"+$"41-/"+41"
$@1/+$,1LD-*1."+/!-.*"-,."*1@1,+4"04$/.*"-*")9/1"/1*$,-,01="/-+41/"+4-,"-*"
&9,0+!$,-%"04$/.*6"
"
60"H*'$(IF LQ&79+*#(
>41",1E"-E-/1,1**"H"B-!,1."&/$("(2"!((1/*!$,"!,"S(9(9"(9*!0"41%)1."(1"
+$"/1+4!,J"4-/($,2="-,."!,&%91,01."(2"(9*!0"$,"(-,2".!&&1/1,+"%1@1%*6">41"
4-/($,2".1*!B,"!,"+41"7/-**"I9!,+1+"`7g7a"*9!+1"!*"$,1"0%1-/"1A-()%16"H"4-@1"
-@$!.1."9*1"$&"+/!-.*"!,"(2"0$()$*!+!$,*"&$/"(-,2"21-/*="D10-9*1"$&"+41!/"
&9,0+!$,-%"-**$0!-+!$,*"E4!04"+1,."+$"$@1/)$E1/"$+41/"($.1*"$&"1A)/1**!$,6"
;$E1@1/="(2"1A)1/!1,01"$&"41-/!,B"+/!-.!0"*$,$/!+!1*"!,"S(9(9"(9*!0="!,"-"
0$()%1+1%2".!&&1/1,+"0$,+1A+="-%%$E1."(1"+$"/1L1@-%9-+1"+41*1"&$/D!..1,?"
ZHL^]"
ġ
"
04$/.*="-*"H"41-/."4$E"+412"0$9%."-))1-/"E!+4$9+"*9(($,!,B"-%%"$&"+41!/"
+$,-%"D-BB-B16"
"
P,$+41/"S(9(9"!,&%91,01"!*"+41")1.-%",$+1"/1*$,-,01"$&"+41"$)1,!,B"-,."
0%$*!,B"$&"`7g7a?*"&!/*+"($@1(1,+6"F4!%1")1.-%",$+1*"7"-))1-/"+4/$9B4$9+"
+41"($@1(1,+="+41"$0+-@1*"$,"7"-/1"/1*1/@1."&$/"+41"$)1,!,B"-,."0%$*!,B"$,%2"
:#!B9/1"ZHLT"g"#!B9/1"ZHLe<6"
"
"
#!B9/1"ZHLT\"`7g7a"8@+6H="DD6"ULe"
"
"
#!B9/1"ZHLe\"`7g7a"8@+6H="DD6"b^Lbd"
"
ZHLcV"
ġ
"
G+-/+!,B"-,."&!,!*4!,B"E!+4"+41")1/&10+"$0+-@1*"$,"7="E4!04"!*"+41"!,+1/@-%"
/1%-+!$,*4!)"D1+E11,"+41"&9,.-(1,+-%"-,."+41"*10$,.")-/+!-%"$,"+41"$@1/+$,1"
*1/!1*="+4!*")!101".1%!D1/-+1%2"9*1*"+4!*"0$,*$,-,+"*$9,."+$"(-/J"+41"$)1,!,B"
-,."0%$*9/16"P*"+41")!101"9,&$%.*="+41"!,+1/@-%*"B/-.9-%%2"D10$(1"($/1"
.!**$,-,+"E4!04"*+/1**"+41"4-/($,!0"+1,*!$,6">41"&!/*+"*10+!$,"!%%9*+/-+1*"+41"
!,+1/@-%*?"1@$%@!,B")/$B/1**="*+-/+!,B"&/$("$0+-@1*"$,%2"+$"$0+-@1*"-,.")1/&10+"
b+4":&/$("+41"D-**<"!,"D-/"d":#!B9/1"ZHLW<="-,."-,"-..!+!$,-%"(-K$/"e/.":&/$("+41"
D-**<"-))1-/*"!,"D-/"UW":#!B9/1"ZHLb<6"H,"+4!*")!101="+41"!,+1/@-%*"-,."
0$,*+/90+!$,"$&"04$/.*"E1/1"04$*1,"D-*1."$,"+41".1B/11"$&"*+-D!%!+2"/1%-+!@1"+$"
+41")1.-%",$+1*"/-+41/"+4-,"-,2"4-/($,!0"&9,0+!$,*6" "
"
"
#!B9/1"ZHLW\"`7g7a"8@+6"H="D6"d(
"
ZHLcU"
ġ
"
"
#!B9/1"ZHLb\"`7g7a"8@+6"H="D6"UW" "
ZHLcT"
ġ
"
6*'$,-.(RF ?*'-.#,3*%&$,-.(,.(6$%0'$0%*(
60"H*'$(GF ?*#-0%'*#(8%-7(M%**N(J/$1-+-4/(
P*"H"*+-+1."!,"'4-)+1/"HZ="H"-("&-*0!,-+1."D2")-++1/,*=",9(D1/*=")/$)$/+!$,*"
-,."B1$(1+/2"41,01"E41,"H"*+9.2"$+41/"0$()$*!+!$,*"+41*1"-/1"+41"-/1-*"H"
$&+1,"!,@1*+!B-+1"!,".1)+46"'$,*1I91,+%2="+41*1"-/1"+41"-/1-*"H"-%*$"$&+1,"
/1@!1E"E41,"H"0$()$*16"G!,01"+41"04-%%1,B1*"H"&!,."&/$("+4!*"!,@1*+!B-+!$,"-/1"
$&+1,",$+"&$/(1."!,+$"E$/.*"D9+"/-+41/"!,+$"(9*!0-%"!.1-*="(2"/1*)$,*1*"-/1"
+$"0$()$*1"*4$/+")!101*"+4-+".1-%"E!+4"$,1"$/"-"&1E"I91*+!$,*"H"4-."-+"-"+!(16"
>49*"*4$/+"*$%$")!-,$")!101*"$&+1,"4-@1"-"9,!I91")$*!+!$,"-($,B"(2"$+41/"
0$()$*!+!$,*6">412"-/1"E/!++1,"E4!%1"H"-("9,.1/B$!,B"-"/1@!1E!,B")/$01**"
&$/"0$()$*!+!$,"!.1-*"-,."+104,!I91*6"F!+4!,"+4-+"%!(!+1."*0$)1="H"0-,"
0$,.1,*1"(9*!0-%"B1*+9/1*"-,."!,+1,*!&2"(9*!0-%"1%1(1,+*"+$".1-%"E!+4"(2"
0$,01/,*6" " "
"
h-/%!1/"!,"+41"04-)+1/"H"/1&1//1."+$"+41"*+-+1(1,+"&/$("8-++!01ZH" +$"
.1($,*+/-+1"+41".!*+!,0+".!&&1/1,01"D1+E11,"+/-.!+!$,-%"E1*+1/,"-,."'4!,1*1"
-1*+41+!0"04-/-0+1/!*+!0*6"F41,"!+"0$(1*"+$".!*09**!$,*"$&"D1-9+2="&$/(="
*2((1+/2="$/.1/=".!*!,+1/1*+"-,.")%1-*9/1="H"&!,."O/11J"(2+4$%$B2"*1/@1*"-*"
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"
ZH" 8-++!01="G-/-46"`P/+!*+/2"-*"81+4$.$%$B2\"P1*+41+!0"hA)1/!1,01"-,."'4!,1*1"Y4!%$*$)426a"
2$'3-&-4$5"B-*46&&6"d6e":TVUe<\"U]]LTV]6"7%-0JE1%%"Y9D%!*4!,B"N+.6":CfH\"UV6UUU})40e6UTVUW<6"
ZHLce"
ġ
"
-,"!()100-D%1"(1.!-"+4-+"0-)+9/1*"-%%"+41"1**1,01*"$&"+41"-D$@16"H+")/$@!.1*"
B/1-+"!,*)!/-+!$,"&$/"E$,.1/!,B"-,."/1+4!,J!,B6"
"
>41")!-,$"*9!+1"`;$/1-ak-"+!+%1"+-J1,"&/$("O/11J"(2+4$%$B2"-&+1/"+41"
B$..1**1*"$&"*1-*$,"-,."+!(1"Å"!*"-"/1*9%+"$&"0$%%-D$/-+!$,*"E!+4"+41"
P9*+/-%!-,")!-,!*+*"71%%1"'41,"*+-/+1."!,"TVV^6"H+*")%-,"!,0%9.1*"+E1%@1"*4$/+"
)!101*="1-04",-(1."-&+1/"+41"+E1%@1"`;$/1-a"B$..1**1*="4$E1@1/"1-04")!101"
!*"-,"!,.!@!.9-%"-,."!,.1)1,.1,+"E$/J6"H".1%!D1/-+1%2"E-,+1."+$"9*1"+4!*"*1+"
$&"*4$/+")!101*":1-04"%-*+!,B"D1+E11,"eLW"(!,9+1*<"+$"1A)%$/1".!&&1/1,+"
-))/$-041*"+$"@-/!$9*"&$/(*="*+/90+9/1*="B1*+9/1*"-,."H"$,%2"!,+1,.1."+$"
0$,01,+/-+1"$,"$,1"*!,B%1"!.1-"&$/"1-04")!1016" " "
"
M)"+!%%"+41")/1*1,+"*+-B1="+41/1"-/1"+4/11"0$()%1+1.")!101*"-,."1-04"&$09*1*"$,"
-".!&&1/1,+"*+/90+9/-%".1*!B,6">41*1"+4/11")!101*"-/1\"`P/J+$*a="`P9B1a"-,."
`81*1(D/!-a6"H,"+41"(2+4$%$B2="1-04"$&"+41"+E1%@1"`;$/1-a"B$..1**1*"
/1)/1*1,+*"-".!&&1/1,+"+!(1"$&"+41".-26"X$,1+41%1**="+41"+!+%1"(1/1%2"-0+*"-*"+41"
.1)-/+9/1")$!,+"&$/"+41"+4$9B4+*i"+412".$",$+"&9,0+!$,"-*"-")/$B/-((-+!0"
.1*0/!)+!$,"+$"+41")!101*6ZHH"
"
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"
ZHH" O/!(-%="Y!1//16"7$%"0'1#'-96.5"-,"B36&&'163"A5#$-3-/56">/-,*6"P6"Q6"8-AE1%%L;2*%$)6"fA&$/.\"
7%-0JE1%%"Y9D%!*41/*"N+.6="U]]^6"
ZHLcW"
ġ
"
60"H*'$(IF LQ&79+*#(
h-04"$&"+41*1")!101*"&/$("`;$/1-a"&$09*1*"$,"-"*+/90+9/-%".1*!B,"-,."-"&1E"
(9*!0-%"!.1-*6">-J!,B"`81*1(D/!-a"-*"-,"1A-()%1="!+"1()%$2*"-,"-/04"&$/(="
-,."-%*$".1-%*"E!+4",$,L/1+/$B/-.-D%1")-++1/,*"-,."/42+4(!0")1.-%6">41*1"
+104,!I91*"1A1()%!&2"-",$+!01-D%1"!,&%91,01"&/$("0$()$*1/*"7v%-"7-/+yJ"-,."
f%!@!1/"81**!-1,6" " "
"
`81*1(D/!-a"0$,*!*+*"$&"1%1@1,"*10+!$,*i"-"04-/+"D-*1."$,"+41",9(D1/"$&"
I9-@1/*"!,"1-04"*10+!$,"0-,"D1"./-E,"-*"D1%$E":#!B9/1"ZHL^<6">4!*"04-/+"
!%%9*+/-+1*"-"0%1-/"-/04".1*!B,="E!+4!,"E4!04"*10+!$,"ZH"&$/(*"+41"01,+/1="-,."
+41"/1*+"$&"+41"*10+!$,*"/1&%10+"-"(!//$/L)-!/1."/1%-+!$,*4!)6"#$/"!,*+-,01="+41"
&!/*+"-,."+41"%-*+"*10+!$,*"-/1"!.1,+!0-%"!,"%1,B+4="+41"*10$,."-,."+41"*10$,."
%-*+"*10+!$,*"-%*$"-/1"1I9-%"!,"+1/(*"$&"%1,B+4"-,."+41"*-(1"/1B9%-/!+2"-))%!1*"
+$"+41"$+41/")-!/*":#!B9/1"ZHLc<6"h@1/2"*10$,."*10+!$,k*10+!$,"HH="HZ="ZH="ZHHH"
-,."s"/1)1-+*"-,"!.1,+!0-%"%1,B+46"P%%"+41*1"1@1,"*10+!$,*":HH="HZ="ZH="ZHHH"g"s<"
0$,+-!,"$,1"49,./1."-,."+1,"I9-@1/*6"G904"-"/1)1+!+!@1"-++/!D9+1"-%*$"
1(D$.!1*"+41"04-/-0+1/!*+!0*"$&"-"/$,.$"&$/(6"
"
"
G10+!$," H" HH" HHH" HZ" Z" ZH" ZHH" ZHHH" Hs" s" sH"
X9(D1/"$&"I9-@1/*" e]" UUV" eb" UUV" TU" UUV" TU" UUV" eb" UUV" e]"
" " #!B9/1"ZHL^\"`81*1(D/!-a"G10+!$,-%"%1,B+4"
"
ZHLcb"
ġ
"
"
#!B9/1"ZHLc\"`81*1(D/!-a"G+/90+9/-%"/1%-+!$,*4!)*"D1+E11,"*10+!$,*"
"
>41"0/90!-%"0$()$,1,+"+4-+"1*+-D%!*41*"+41"&1-+9/1"&$/"-,"-/04"&$/("!,"
`81*1(D/!-a"!*"+41"(!//$/!,B"/1%-+!$,*4!)"1*+-D%!*41."D1+E11,"+41"$.."
*10+!$,*6">41*1"$.."*10+!$,*":H="HHH="Z="ZHH="Hs"g"sH<="0-,"D1")-!/1."9)"D2"+41!/"
(-+04!,B"%1,B+46">4/$9B4$9+"+41")!101="+41"$.."*10+!$,*"0-,"D1"*$/+1."!,+$"
+4/11")-!/*\"+41"&!/*+")-!/"!*"&$/(1."D2"*10+!$,*"H"-,."sH="D$+4"0$,+-!,!,B"
+4!/+2L,!,1"I9-@1/*i"+41"*10$,.")-!/"!*"&$/(1."D2"*10+!$,*"HHH"-,."Hs="D$+4"
0$,+-!,!,B"+4!/+2L&!@1"I9-@1/*i"-,."+41"+4!/.")-!/"!*"&$/(1."D2"*10+!$,*"Z"-,."
ZHH="D$+4"0$,+-!,!,B"+E1,+2L$,1"I9-@1/*6">41*1")-!/*"E1/1")%-01."-%!B,1."
E!+4"+41"01,+/1"*10+!$,"ZH"-,."/1@1-%"B/-.9-%".10/1-*1*"!,"+1/(*"$&"%1,B+4"
+$E-/.*"+41"01,+/16">41"!.1,+!0-%"%1,B+4"$&"+!(1"&$/"+41"$..")-!/*"-,."+41"
0$//1*)$,.!,B")%-01(1,+"$&"+41"$..")-!/*"-/1"+41"@!+-%"0$()$,1,+*"&$/"+41"
0$,*+/90+!$,"$&"+4!*"-/04"&$/(6" " " " "
"
" "
ZHLc^"
ġ
"
f@1/-%%"+4!*"-/04"-,."(!//$/"&$/("!*"+41"1A+1,*!$,"$&"-",$,L/1+/$B/-.-D%1"
)-++1/,6"P"D/!1&".1*0/!)+!$,"$&"!+*"04-/-0+1/!*+!0"!*"+4-+"+41"%1,B+4"$&"+!(1"+4!*"
)!101"+-J1*"+$"/1-04"+41"01,+/1"*10+!$,"!*"+41"*-(1"-*"!+"+-J1*"+$".1)-/+"&/$("!+6" "
>4!*"-/04"($.1%"+4-+"$009)!1*"1I9-%")/$)$/+!$,*"$,"D$+4"*!.1"-,."1,B-B1*"+41"
*-(1"%1,B+4"$&"+!(1"01/+-!,%2"!,+/!B91*"(2"$D*1**!$,"E!+4",9(D1/*="
)/$)$/+!$,*"-,."B1$(1+/26"81**!-1,"*+-+1*"+4-+"-",$,L/1+/$B/-.-D%1"/42+4("
!*"/1-%!*1."!,"4$/!j$,+-%".!/10+!$,"!,"(9*!06ZHHH" H,"`81*1(D/!-a"H"1A+1,.1."+4!*"
,$,L/1+/$B/-.-D%1"0$,01)+"+$"+41"*+/90+9/-%"%1@1%="D9+"*+!%%"/1-%!*!,B"-"
4$/!j$,+-%".!/10+!$,="E4!04"!*"+41"+!(16"81**!-1,"(1,+!$,1."($/1"+4-,"$,1"
$00-*!$,"+4-+"*904"-,"-++/!D9+1"!*"1,4-,01."E!+4"-"`04-/("$&"!()$**!D!%!+!1*aHs="
E!+4"E4!04"H"*2()-+4!*1"@1/2"(9046"
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"
ZHHH" 81**!-1,="f%!@!1/6"`>CdDb"7$%"7%1$9'F(%"-,"A5"A(&'163"K69/(6/%"U*+"Z$%9(1\">1A+6"3$4,"
G-++1/&!1%.":+/-,*6<"Y-/!*\"P%)4$,*1"N1.906")6"Ue6"
Hs" 81**!-1,="f%!@!1/6"7$%"7%1$9'F(%"-,"A5"A(&'163"K69/(6/%">&#"H-3(*%G"7%J#6">/-,*6"3$4,"
G-++1/&!1%.6"Y-/!*\"P%)4$,*1"N1.90="U]b^6")6"Ue6"
ZHHLcc"
ġ
"
51&9$*%(UEEF 5-79-#,$,-.#(8-%(
!7&$*0%(J0#,',&.#( (
6*'$,-.(GF C1*('-79-#*%[#(%-+*(,.(&.3(
-"+,4&$,-.#($-(#-',*$/S(&(9*%#-.&+(K,*;(
60"H*'$(GF T88*%(,.$*++*'$0&+(80+8,+7*.$(
89*!0="9,%!J1"$+41/"-/+"&$/(*"*904"-*")-!,+!,B"$/"+41-+/1="!*",$+"-",-//-+!@1"$/"
.1*0/!)+!@1"(1.!9(k+41"D1-9+2"%!1*"!,"!+*"-D*+/-0+!$,6";$E1@1/"!+*"-D*+/-0+"
,-+9/1"-%%$E*"1-04")1/&$/(1/"$/"%!*+1,1/"+$"B/$E"+41!/"$E,"!(-B!,-+!$,"-,."
!,+1/)/1+-+!$,6"h@1,"+4$9B4"!+"4-*"+4!*"-D*+/-0+",-+9/1="(9*!0"*+!%%"*4-/1*"!.1-*"
-,."0$,01)+*"E!+4"+41".1@1%$)(1,+"$&"4!*+$/2"-,."%!+1/-+9/16"f,1"0-,"-%E-2*"
K9*+"1,K$2"+41"-9/-%"1A)1/!1,01="D9+"(9*!0"!*"($/1"+4-,"K9*+"-9/-%"1A)1/!1,016"
P+"+!(1*"!+"/1I9!/1*"($/1"J,$E%1.B1"+$"/101!@1"+41"(1**-B1"D12$,."+41"*$9,.6"
>41"%!*+1,1/="E4$"!*"-D%1"+$".10$.1"-,."9,.1/*+-,."+41"*2(D$%!*("$&"@-/!$9*"
*+2%1*="1A)1/!1,01*"-".!&&1/1,+"%1@1%"$&"1,K$2(1,+=",$+",101**-/2"-9/-%%2="D9+"
!,+1%%10+9-%%26"
"
" "
ZHHLcd"
ġ
"
P*"*+-+1."1-/%!1/"!,"+4!*"0$((1,+-/2="!+"!*"-%E-2*"!()$/+-,+"+$"(1",$+"+$"%!@1"
!,"-,"!*$%-+1.")%-,1+="D9+"%!@1"0%$*1"+$"$+41/*"-,."1A)1/!1,01"+41"09//1,+"-&&-!/*="
-,."+4-+"(2"E$/J*"/1&%10+"09//1,+"!**91*="-%+4$9B4"!+"(!B4+",$+"D1"-))-/1,+"$,"
+41"*9/&-01"%1@1%"$&"+41"0$()$*!+!$,*6">41*1"0$,01)+*"-,."+4$9B4+*"%1-@1"*!B,*"
!,"+41"0$()$*!+!$,*"+4/$9B4"+41"+104,!I91*"-,."%-,B9-B1*"H"9*16"#$/"-,"
1A)1/!1,01."-,."1.90-+1."%!*+1,1/="+41*1"*!B,*"0$9%."D10$(1"(1-,!,B&9%6"
;1,01"-)-/+"&/$("D1!,B"+/91"+$"+41"09//1,+"-,."0$,+1()$/-/2="+41"$+41/"
$D%!B-+!$,"&$/"-"0$()$*1/="-*"H"*11"!+="!*"+$"1.90-+16"
"
H"4-@1"-))%!1."+4!*"1.90-+!$,-%"!.1-"+$"(2")/1L0$,01/+"+-%J*"-,.")/1*1,+-+!$,*"
+$"(2"%!*+1,1/*6">41"/1*9%+*")/$@1."+4-+"E!+4"-"%!++%1"1A)%-,-+!$,=")1$)%1"0$9%."
*+-/+")!0J!,B"9)"+41".!&&1/1,01*"D1+E11,"*+2%1*"E!+4$9+"-,2")/$&1**!$,-%"
+/-!,!,B6">412"$&+1,"1A)/1**"($/1"*-+!*&-0+!$,"!&"+41!/"!,+1%%10+9-%"!,+1/1*+*"0-,"
D1"&9%&!%%1."E!+4"J,$E%1.B1"+4-+"!*"*4-/1."D2"-")/$&1**!$,-%"!,"-"*!()%1"D9+"
-))1-%!,B"E-26" "
"
8-,2"$+41/"0$()$*1/*"4-@1"/-!*1."*!(!%-/"0$,01/,*"/1B-/.!,B"0$()$*1/?*"
1.90-+!$,-%"/$%1"!,"+41"*$0!1+26"H,"U]bc="MGP"0$()$*1/"-,."1.90-+$/"X$/(-,"
C1%%$"3$!$")/$)$*1."-")/$K10+"E4!04"-%%$0-+1*"2$9,B"0$()$*1/*"+$")9D%!0"
*04$$%"-*"+41"0$()$*1/L!,L/1*!.1,+6"3$!$"*9BB1*+1."+4-+"+41"0$()$*1/"E!%%"
D1,1&!+"D2"E$/J!,B"E!+4"-"*)10!&!0")1/&$/(!,B"B/$9)"-,."+41"*04$$%"E!%%"
ZHHLc]"
ġ
"
D1,1&!+"D2"-,"1A)-,.1."/1)1/+$/26H" >41")/$K10+"E-*"&9,.1."!,"U]b]"D2"+41"
#$/."#$9,.-+!$,"9,.1/"X-+!$,-%"89*!0"'$9,0!%?*"-.(!,!*+/-+!$,6" "
"
F4-+"!*"!()$/+-,+"-D$9+"+4!*"1.90-+!$,-%"/$%1"!*"+4-+"$,%2"E41,"+41"%!*+1,1/"
0-,".!*+!,B9!*4"-,."9,.1/*+-,."*+2%!*+!0".!&&1/1,01*="E!%%"+41"9,&-(!%!-/"*+2%1"
*+-/+"`*)1-J!,Ba"+$"+41(6">4!*"B!@1*"/!*1"+$"+41"4$)1"+4-+"($/1"%!*+1,1/*"E!%%"
/10$B,!*1"-,."-))/10!-+1"0$,+1()$/-/2"(9*!0"-,."+41",101**!+2"$&"!+*"
1A!*+1,01="-,."+41"9,.1/*+-,.!,B"+4-+"(9*!0="-*"E!+4"-%%"$+41/"J!,.*"$&"-/+*="
/1&%10+*"$9/"*9//$9,.!,B*6"N!*+1,1/*"0-,"-))/10!-+1"+4-+"-%+4$9B4"1-04")!101"
/1)/1*1,+*"!,.!@!.9-%!+2="-+"+41"*-(1"+!(1="!+"-%*$"$009)!1*"-"*)10!&!0")%-01"!,"-"
%-/B1/"0$,+1A+"$&"4!*+$/2"-,."09%+9/16"
"
"
" (
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"
H" C?P/(*="h.E-/.="1+"-%66"`'$,+1()$/-/2"89*!0"Y/$K10+6a"A(&'1"T+(16#-.&"R-(.9636"b]6]":8-2"
U]ce<\"eeLWd6"
ZHHLdV"
ġ
"
60"H*'$(IF T88*%('-.$*79-%&%/\(&%$,#$,'(70#,'(8-%(
&7&$*0%#(
H,"-..!+!$,"+$"(2"+-%J*"-,.")/1*1,+-+!$,*="H"4-@1"E/!++1,"-",9(D1/"$&")!101*"
&$/"1.90-+!$,-%")9/)$*1*=".!*+!,0+"&/$("+4$*1"E/!++1,"&$/")/$&1**!$,-%"
(9*!0!-,*"E4$"H"*11"-*"4-@!,B".!&&1/1,+"($+!@-+!$,*"-,."&9,0+!$,*":#!B9/1"
ZHHLU<6">41*1"1.90-+!$,-%")!101*"-/1"-,"!()$/+-,+")-/+"$&"(2")/$.90+!@!+2="-,."
E!%%"/1(-!,"*$"!,+$"+41"&9+9/16"P"0$()$*1/?*")!101*",11."+$"/1&%10+"+41!/"+!(1"
-,."0$((9,!0-+1"E!+4"+41")/1*1,+")1/&$/(1/"-,."-9.!1,016"H+"!*"-%*$"@1/2"
!()$/+-,+"+4-+"+41"0$()$*1/"0-,"B!@1"D-0J"+$"+41"*$0!1+2"+4-+"*9))$/+*"+41(6"
#9/+41/($/1="+41*1"-0+!@!+!1*"E!+4"-(-+19/"(9*!0!-,*"$/"*04$$%"*+9.1,+*"41%)"
+$"1,/!04"+41!/"9,.1/*+-,.!,B"&$/"0$,+1()$/-/2"(9*!06">4!*"0$,01)+"!*",$+"
,1E="(9*!0"1.90-+$/">41/1*1"'$*+1*"*+-+1*"*!(!%-/%2"!,"TVVb\"
"
h,B-B!,B"!,",1EL(9*!0")/$K10+*"0-,"!,+/$.901"1.90-+$/*"-,."
*+9.1,+*"+$"+41"B1,/1"&/$("+41"!,*!.1"$9+="1,0$9/-B!,B"+41("+$"
.!*0$@1/"+41!/"!,+1/1*+*="1A)%$/1"+41!/")$+1,+!-%="-,."B-!,"-,"
-))/10!-+!$,"$&"+41"-/+"$&"+41!/"+!(1="E4!%1"B9-/-,+11!,B"+4-+"+41"
B1,/1"$&"0$,+1()$/-/2"(9*!0"E!%%"&%$9/!*46HH" " "
"
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"
HH" '$*+1*=">1/1*16"`X1E"89*!0\";$E"89*!0"h.90-+$/*"'-,"G-@1"-,."h,.-,B1/1."G)10!1*6a"
A(&'1"T+(16#-.&"R-(.9636"]T6T":X$@"TVVb<\"bVLbW6"
ZHHLdU"
ġ
"
"
#!B9/1"ZHHLUS(>E$"0-+1B$/!1*"$&"0$()$*!+!$,*"
"
"
H,"+41")!101*"0$()$*1."&$/")/$&1**!$,-%"(9*!0!-,*="(2"(-!,"&$09*"E-*"+$"
+/-,*&$/("(2"-/+!*+!0"-,."-1*+41+!0"!.1-"!,+$"(9*!0-%"0$()$*!+!$,6"f&+1,"+41"
E$/J"*+-/+*"E!+4"-D*+/-0+"!.1-*"+4-+"B/-.9-%%2"&$/("-"0%1-/".!/10+!$,6"P%+4$9B4"
@!/+9$*!+2"!*",$+"-%E-2*"/1I9!/1.="!+"!*",$+".1%!D1/-+1%2"-@$!.1.6"f,"+41"
0$,+/-/2="!,"($*+"0-*1*"E41,"E$/J!,B"$,")/$K10+*"&$/"-(-+19/"(9*!0!-,*="H"
E-*"/1I9!/1."+$"&9%&!%"-"0%1-/"1.90-+!$,-%")9/)$*16">41")!101*"H"E/$+1"&$/"
-(-+19/")1/&$/(1/*"&9,0+!$,".!&&1/1,+%2"&/$("+41"$+41/*6">4!*"/1&%10+*"(2"
D1%!1&"!,"E4-+"/$%1*"+41"0$()$*1/"(9*+")%-2"!,"*$0!1+2"-,."+41"-**$0!-+1."
$D%!B-+!$,*"$&"+4-+"/$%1\"h@1/2$,1="E!+4"$/"E!+4$9+"(9*!0-%"+/-!,!,B="*4$9%."D1"
-D%1"+$"1,K$2"(9*!0"-,."D1")-/+"$&"+41")1/&$/(!,B"$/"0/1-+!,B")/$01**="
/1B-/.%1**"$&"%-,B9-B1="09%+9/1"$/"/1%!B!$,6"82"1A)1/!1,01"4-*"*4$E,"(1"+4-+"
'$()$*1/
F/!+!,B"&$/"-(-+19/
89*!0!-,"
#9,0+!$,="0$,01/+="B/-.9-+!$,="
0$()1+!+!$,
P9.!1,01\
'$%%1-B91*="&-(!%2="
B1,1/-%"-9.!1,01"
:%$0-%<"
h.90-+!$,-%
Q1*9%+"$/!1,+1.
G)10!&!0
F/!+!,B"&$/"
)/$&1**!$,-%"(9*!0!-,
P9.!1,01\"0$%%1-B91*="&-(!%2="
B1,1/-%"-9.!1,01\"0%-**!0-%"(9*!0"
&$%%$E1/*="
'-)+9/!,B"}hA)%$/!,B"
'$,01)+*
ZHHLdT"
ġ
"
(9*!0-%"0$((9,!0-+!$,"0-,"$&+1,"/1-04")1$)%1"E!+4"%1**"D-//!1/*"+4-,"
%-,B9-B16HHH"
"
82"/$%1"-*"-"0$()$*1/"-,."!+*"-**$0!-+1."/1*)$,*!D!%!+!1*"B/1E"0%1-/1/"-,."
*+/$,B1/"E41,"H"9,.1/+$$J"+4$*1")/$K10+*6"H"&1%+"+41"$D%!B-+!$,"$&"D9!%.!,B"9)"-"
(9*!0-%"1,@!/$,(1,+"E!+4!,"E4!04")1$)%1"-/1"($/1"E!%%!,B"+$"$)1,"9)"-,."+$"
9,.1/*+-,.",1E"0/1-+1."(9*!0="!,"-,2"J!,."$&"&$/(6";$E")1$)%1")1/01!@1"-"
(9*!0-%"E$/J"!*",$+"*$(1+4!,B"-"0$()$*1/"0-,"0$,+/$%="D9+"4$E"(904"+41"
*$0!1+2"!*"!,@$%@1."!,"(9*!0-%"0/1-+!@!+!1*"0-,"D16"H"E!*4"+$"41%)")1$)%1"E!+4"$/"
E!+4$9+"(9*!0-%"+/-!,!,B"+$"1,K$2"-,."1A)1/!1,01"0$()$*!,B6">41/1"!*",$"
$+41/"(1-,*"+$"9,.1/*+-,."-"(9*!0-%"0$()$*!+!$,"E$/J"I9!+1"%!J1"0$()$*!,B"
(9*!0"$,1*1%&6"
"
H,"+4!*"04-)+1/="+41"+$)!0*"H"E!%%".!*09**"E!+4"/1&1/1,01*"+$"+41*1")!101*"-/1"%1**"
0$,01)+9-%"D9+"-/1"($/1"-D$9+"+41"1.90-+!$,-%"&9,0+!$,*"-,."$9+0$(1*"$&"(2"
E$/J*"&$/"-(-+19/*6">4!*".!*09**!$,"-%*$"0$@1/*"*$(1"!,+1/1*+!,B"
0$()$*!+!$,-%"04-%%1,B1*"+4-+"-/!*1"&/$("E/!+!,B"&$/"-(-+19/"(9*!0!-,*6" " "
"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
HHH" f,1"1A-()%1"$&"+4!*"!*"+$")%-2"-"/1&%10+!,B"/42+4(!0"B-(1"E!+4"04!%./1,="E4!04"H"$&+1,".$"!,"
E$/J*4$)*"&$/"2$9,B"04!%./1,6"M,.1/*+-,.!,B"+41"%-,B9-B1"$/",$+="+412"0-,",-+9/-%%2"/1)1-+"
E4!041@1/")-++1/,"+412"41-/."D-0J"+$"(16" "
ZHHLde"
ġ
"
>41/1"-/1"*1@1/-%")!101*"!,"+4!*"&$%!$"+4-+"E1/1"E/!++1,"&$/"2$9,B"(9*!0!-,*"$/"
-(-+19/"(9*!0!-,*6">41"04-(D1/"E$/J"&$/"%-/B1"B/$9)"`Ⲗa":`C9,a<"E-*"
E/!++1,"&$/"-"K9,!$/"4!B4"*04$$%"-0-.1(!0"(9*!0"0%-**"+$")1/&$/("!,"+41!/"
B/-.9-+!$,"0$,01/+"!,"TVVb6"`P@1"8-/!-a"!*"-"04$/-%"E$/J"$/!B!,-%%2"E/!++1,"
&$/"(2")11/="E4$"!*"+41"0%-**"(9*!0"+1-041/"-+"-")9D%!0"4!B4"*04$$%="+$"B!@1"41/"
0%-**"+$"*!,B"-+"+41"*04$$%?*"04$/-%"0$()1+!+!$,"!,"TVV^6"`N1+"!+"71"N$@1a"!*"
-,$+41/"04$/-%")!101"E/!++1,"&$/"-"049/04"04$!/"+$")1/&$/("!,"-"01/1($,2"!,"
TVVc6"
"
>41/1"4-@1"D11,"*1@1/-%"$+41/"0$()$*!+!$,*"H".!."&$/"-(-+19/"(9*!0!-,*="
4$E1@1/="1-04"$&"+41*1"+4/11"/1)/1*1,+"*$(1"9,!I91"04-%%1,B1*"+4-+"H"E!*4"+$"
-../1**"-*"E1%%"-*"+$"*9((-/!*1"(2".!*0$@1/2"$&"*$%9+!$,*"-,."%1-/,!,B"
)/$B/1**="-,."+49*"E1/1"*1%10+1."+$"&$09*"$,"41/16"P%%"+41"+4/11")!101*"
!,0%9.1."!,"+4!*"04-)+1/"4-@1"1.90-+!$,-%"!,+1,+!$,6"H"4-."-"0%1-/"B$-%"&$/"1-04"
)!101"+$"-04!1@1"D1&$/1"E/!+!,B6"X$+"-%%"$&"+41("-/1"+-/B1+!,B"(9*!0-%"$/"
0$()$*!+!$,-%"!**91*="-,."-"%$+"$&"+41"!**91*"4-."+$"D1"*$%@1."$/"+-J1,"0-/1"$&"
.9/!,B"+41"/141-/*-%*"$/"+41"0$%%-D$/-+!$,"*1**!$,*"H"4-."E!+4"+41")-/+!0!)-,+*6" "
G$(1"($/1"04-%%1,B!,B"$/"!,+1/1*+!,B"*9DK10+*"E!%%"D1".!*09**1."!,"+4!*"
04-)+1/6"
"
" (
ZHHLdW"
ġ
"
6*'$,-.(IF C*'1.,:0*#(
h.90-+!$,-%"0$()$*!+!$,*"-/1"$&+1,"0$,*!.1/1."%1**"@-%9-D%1"+4-,"+41")!101*"
E/!++1,"&$/")/$&1**!$,-%"(9*!0!-,*6HZ" ;$E1@1/="0$()$*1/*"!,0%9.!,B"7-04="
;-2.,="711+4$@1,=";!,.1(!+4="7-/+yJ"-%%"4-@1"E/!++1,"0$()$*!+!$,*"&$/"
-(-+19/*"E4!04"-/1"*+!%%")1/&$/(1."-+")/1*1,+6"F/!+!,B"&$/"-(-+19/"
)1/&$/(1/*"/1I9!/1*"-".!&&1/1,+"*1+"$&"0$()$*!+!$,-%"+104,!I91*"&/$("+4$*1"
9*1."&$/")/$&1**!$,-%")1/&$/(1/*6"G904"*J!%%*"+4-+"1@1,")/$&1**!$,-%"
0$()$*1/*"(-2"&!,."!+"$9+*!.1"+41!/"0-)-D!%!+!1*6Z" '$()-/-+!@1"%!++%1"
/1*$9/01*"0$9%."0$()$*1/*"&!,."/1%-+1"+$"+4!*"+$)!06"#1E"0-*1"*+9.!1*"-/1"
-@-!%-D%1"&$/"0$()$*1/*"+$"9,.1/*+-,."($/1"-D$9+"+41*1"+104,!I91*="
!,0%9.!,B"-,"P9*+/-%!-,"*04$%-/"8-%0$%("O!%%!1*?*"*+9.2"$,"7-/+yJ?*")!101*6ZH"
"
>41")!101*"E/!++1,"&$/"-(-+19/"(9*!0!-,*"*4$9%."D1"(9*!0-%%2"!,+1/1*+!,B"-,."
*+!%%"04-%%1,B!,B"!,"-%%"-*)10+*="E4!%1"-@$!.!,B"-/D!+/-/2"@!/+9$*!+26"P+"+41"
*-(1"+!(1="H"D1%!1@1"+4$*1")!101*",11."+$")/$@!.1"*$(1"%1@1%"$&"!,+1%%10+9-%"
04-%%1,B1"$/"1.90-+!$,-%")9/)$*16">41"/1-%!*-+!$,"$&"+4!*"!.1-"E-*"%1-/,+"E41,"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
HZ" P,./1E*="71/,-/."F6"`'$()$*!,B"h.90-+!$,-%"89*!0"&$/"G+/!,B*"!,"+41"'-,-.!-,"'$,+1A+\"
'$()$*1/"Y1/*)10+!@1*6a"B696+'69"A(&'1"T+(16#-."bb6U":#-%%"TVUe<\"UU6"
Z" '$%B/-**="8!04-1%6"`'$()$*1/*"-,."'4!%./1,\"P",1E"'/1-+!@1"#$/01l6a"A(&'1"T+(16#-.&"
_-(.9636"]U6U":G1)6"TVVW<\"TT6" "
ZH" O!%%!1*="8-%0$%(6"`7-/+yJ"-*"Y1.-B$B91a6"@#(+'%&"'9"A(&'16"TW":U]]V<\"^WLd^6"
ZHHLdb"
ġ
"
H"E$/J1."E!+4"'$/!,.-"G+-+1";!B4"G04$$%?*"*04$$%"D-,.".9/!,B"-,"
9,.1/B/-.9-+1")/$K10+6">4/$9B4"+4!*")/$K10+"H"4-."+41"04-,01"+$"1A)1/!1,01"
.!&&1/1,+"-))/$-041*"!,"/141-/*-%*"E!+4"-(-+19/"B/$9)*"-,."(904"$&"(2"
1A)1/!1,01*")-/-%%1%"+$"+41"*+-+1(1,+*"B!@1,"D2"Y9%!+j1/")/!j1LE!,,1/"
0$()$*1/"8!04-1%"'$%B/-**"!,"TVV]6ZHH" F4-+"H".!.,?+"/1-%!*1"+41,"!*"+4-+"+41"
&11.D-0J"&/$("+41"4!B4"*04$$%"*+9.1,+*"41%)1."(1"+$"/10$,*!.1/"(2"/$%1"!,"
*$0!1+2="-,."41,01"%-+1/"%1-."(1"+$"D1"!,@$%@1."!,"1@1,"($/1")/$K10+*"E!+4"
-(-+19/"(9*!0!-,*6"
"
P,"!()$/+-,+")-/+"$&"(2"%1-/,!,B"&/$("+41*1"1A)1/!1,01*"!*"&/$("-"
)*204$%$B!0-%")1/*)10+!@1="-,."!*")/$D-D%2"/1%-+1."+$"(-,-B1(1,+"-,."
%1-.1/*4!)"($/1"+4-,"(9*!0!-,*4!)6"P"/1-%%2"*4$/+"*9((-/2"$&"+41"
)*204$%$B!0-%"0$,0%9*!$,*"H"4-."./-E,"!,0%9.1"&$%%$E!,B")$!,+*\" " "
"
x '$,,10+\">41"0$()$*1/",11.*"+$"*4$E"1,+49*!-*(="*+-2"&/!1,.%2="-,."
+$"D9!%."9)"+/9*+"-,."0$,,10+!$,"E!+4"+41"!,.!@!.9-%="-*"E1%%"-*"+$"D9!%."
9)"+41!/"0$,&!.1,01"!,"B1,1/-%6"
"
" "
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"
ZHH" '$%B/-**="8!04-1%6"`'$()$*1/*"-,."'4!%./1,\"P",1E"'/1-+!@1"#$/01l6a"A(&'1"T+(16#-.&"
_-(.9636"]U6U":G1)6"TVVW<\"U]LTe6"
ZHHLd^"
ġ
"
x '$((9,!0-+1\"Q141-/*-%"!*"-D*$%9+1%2"@!+-%="+-J1*"+!(1"-,."(-J1"*9/1"
+$"0$((9,!0-+1"E!+4"+41"(1(D1/*6">412"$,%2"*+-/+"+$"-001)+"+41"(9*!0"
-,."1A)/1**"+41(*1%@1*"+4/$9B4"!+"E41,"+412"9,.1/*+-,."+41")9/)$*1"
$/"1**1,01"$&"+41"E$/J6"
"
x P))/10!-+1\"Q10$B,!*1"1@1/2"%!++%1"*+1)"+4-+"+41")1/&$/(1/"(-J1*"+$"
)/$B/1**"0%$*1/"+$E-/.*"+41"B$-%6" " "
"
x H(-B!,-+!$,"-,."@!*!$,"0-,"*$%@1"-"%$+"$&"+41")/$D%1(*i"1&&!0!1,+"
)/-0+!01"E!%%"+-J1"0-/1"$&"+41"/1*+6"
"
x >104,!0-%"04-%%1,B1*"E!%%",$+".1*+/$2"-")1/&$/(-,01="D9+"E41,"+41"
)1/&$/(1/"&11%*"9,.1/1*+!(-+1."$/"D$/1.="+4!*"E!%%6"
"
f+41/"+4-,"+41")*204$%$B!0-%"!**91*="+41/1"E1/1"-%*$"0$()$*!+!$,-%".!%1((-*"
($*+%2"0-9*1."D2")1/&$/(1/*?"(9*!0-%"*J!%%"%!(!+-+!$,*"+4-+"-&&10+"+41"E/!+!,B"
)/$01**6"H",$/(-%%2",11."+$"0$(1"9)"E!+4"-"@1/2"0%1-/"@!*!$,"$&"+41"&!,-%"
*$9,."!(-B1="-,."+41,"B$"+4/$9B4"-"%$,B")/$01**"$&"&!,.!,B"$9+"-,."+/2!,B"
$9+"+41"D1*+"E-2"+$",$+-+1"+4-+"$,+$"*0$/1*6"f&+1,"+41*1")!101*"-%*$"4-."+41"
($*+"1.!+!,B"-,."/1@!*!,B"+4/$9B4"+41"/141-/*-%*="*!,01"H",11.1."+$"-0+!@1%2"
*11J"$9+"+41"D1*+"E-2"+$".1)%$2"+41")1/&$/(1/*"+$"-04!1@1"-,."-00$()%!*4"+41"
&!,-%"(9*!0-%"!(-B16"
"
ZHHLdc"
ġ
"
H,"+41*1")/$K10+*="H"&$9,."+4-+"+41"!**91"!*"($/1"%!J1%2",$+"+4-+"+41"(9*!0"!*"+$$"
4-/."+$")1/&$/(="D9+"/-+41/"+4-+"$&+1,"!+"!*"D-.%2"/141-/*1."$/"+41"1%1(1,+*"-/1"
,$+"-**!B,1."+$"+41"/!B4+")-/+"-+"+41"/!B4+"+!(1"!,"+41"/!B4+"0$,+1,+6"H"%1-/,+",$+"
+$"0$()/$(!*1"+41"(9*!0-%"!(-B1="$+41/E!*1"H"E!%%"/1B/1+"+41"$9+0$(16"H&"$,1"
E-2".!.,?+"E$/J="+/2"-,$+41/\"*11J"-".!&&1/1,+"0$(D!,-+!$,=".!&&1/1,+",$+-+!$,"
:!&"+41")1$)%1"/1-."*0$/1*<=".!&&1/1,+"%-21/!,B="-".!&&1/1,+"@$!01"%1-.!,B6"
Q141-/*!,B"($/1"E!+4"!,,$@-+!@1"-))/$-041*"!*")/$D-D%2"+41"$,%2"E-2"+$"B1+"
0%$*1/"+$"+41"&!,-%"B$-%6"
"
H,"*4$/+="+41"*9((-/2"+4-+"H"4-@1"0$,0%9.1."*$"&-/"&$/"E/!+!,B")!101*"&$/"
,$,L)/$&1**!$,-%"(9*!0!-,*="&/$("+41"+104,!0-%"-*)10+*"$&"0$()$*!+!$,="E!%%"D1"
*!()%1\"G11J"+$"D/!,B"$9+"+41"D1*+"(9*!0-%"I9-%!+2"&/$("+41")1$)%1"H"E$/J"E!+4="
+4/$9B4"+41"($*+"1&&!0!1,+"(1+4$.6"
"
F/!+!,B"&$/"+4!*"J!,."$&"$00-*!$,",$/(-%%2"-%*$"0$(1*"E!+4"-"@1/2"+!B4+"
+!(1&/-(1="-*"E1%%"-*"-"@1/2"*)10!&!0"*+2%16"f,"$,1"4-,.="$,1"(!B4+"-/B91"+41"
@-%91"$&"$/!B!,-%!+2"!,"+41*1"E$/J*6"f,"+41"$+41/"4-,.="H"D1%!1@1"!+"!*"-%*$"+41"
J!,."$&"K$D"+4-+"/1I9!/1*"0$()$*1/*"+$"*4$E"4$E"E1%%"+412"-/1"1I9!))1."E!+4"
+41!/"0/-&+*(-,*4!)6"'$()$*1/*"0-,"D1"/1-%%2"04-%%1,B1."+$"0/1-+1"!,+1/1*+!,B"
E$/J*"E41,"/1*+/!0+1."+$"9*1"(-+1/!-%*"+4-+"-/1"%!(!+1."D2"1A+1/,-%"/1-*$,*="
-,."+412"-/1"$&+1,"/1I9!/1."+$"E/!+1"E!+4!,"-"+!B4+"*+2%1"D$9,.-/26"
"
ZHHLdd"
ġ
"
6*'$,-.(PF VⲖW(@V)0.WA(
`Ⲗa":`C9,a<"!*".1*!B,1."+$"-00$(($.-+1"-"&%1A!D%1",9(D1/="+4$9B4"!.1-%%2"-"
B/$9)"%-/B1/"+4-,"Tb")1$)%16">4!*")!101"E-*"E/!++1,"&$/"+41"B/-.9-+!,B"
*+9.1,+*"&/$("+41"(9*!0"-0-.1(!0"0%-**1*"!,"+41"K9,!$/"4!B4"*04$$%"E41/1"H"
4-."+-9B4+".9/!,B"TVVTLTVV^6" " "
"
>41"&!/*+"-,."&$/1($*+"04-%%1,B1"E-*"+4-+"*+9.1,+*"&/$("+41"(9*!0"-0-.1(!0"
0%-**1*"(-K$/"!,".!&&1/1,+"E1*+1/,"!,*+/9(1,+*6"P,"!,*+/9(1,+-+!$,"+4-+"
-%%$E*"1@1/2"*+9.1,+"+$"1I9-%%2")-/+!0!)-+1="/1B-/.%1**"+41!/"(-K$/"*+9.2="!*"
1A+/1(1%2"!()$/+-,+6">41/1&$/1"+41")1/09**!$,"*1+L9)"E-*"04$*1,"D9+"+41"
+4/11")1/09**!$,")-/+*".$",$+"/1I9!/1"-,2"*)10!&!0"!,*+/9(1,+-%"+/-!,!,B6" "
"
h-04")%-21/"!*"1I9!))1."E!+4"-")-!/"$&"+41"E$$.1,"*+!0J*"&$/"+41"'4!,1*1"D-**"
./9(":$/"*+!0J*"$&"*!(!%-/"(-+1/!-%<6">41"+4/11L%!,1",$+-+!$,"$,"+41"*0$/1"
!,.!0-+1*"*4$9+!,B="4!++!,B"*+!0J*"-,."*+$()!,B"&/$("+$)"+$"D$++$(":#!B9/1"
ZHHLT<6"H,"+41"0$,01/+="1-04"$&")-/+"4-."-/$9,."+1,")%-21/*6"
"
"
#!B9/1"ZHHLTS"VⲖW":VC9,W<"Y1/09**!$,")-/+"eL%!,1",$+-+!$,"
"
" "
ZHHLd]"
ġ
"
>41")!101"-%*$"/1I9!/1*"-+"%1-*+"$,1"ε୸Ⴔ?":06"769/"a(<k'4!,1*1"7-**"
C/9(":-%*$"J,$E,"-*"+41"C/-B$,"C/9(<"-,."!,"+4!*")-/+!09%-/"0$,01/+="+4/11"
C/-B$,"C/9(*"E1/1"1()%$21.6">41"C/-B$,"C/9("$&+1,"!*"-**$0!-+1."E!+4"
&1*+!@!+!1*"-,."01/1($,!1*="1*)10!-%%2".9/!,B"'4!,1*1"X1E"51-/"+$"-00$()-,2"
+41"`C/-B$,"-,."N!$,"C-,01a"+$"/1)/1*1,+"+41".$(!,-,01="/$2-%+2"-,."
D%1**!,B*"E!+4"!+*")$E1/&9%"/1*$,-,016">41"*2(D$%!0"E1%%LE!*4!,B?"1**1,01"$&"
+41"C/-B$,"C/9("-,."+41"01/1($,!-%"*+2%1")1/09**!$,"04-(D1/"*1/@1."+41"
)9/)$*1"$&"+41"$00-*!$,="-,."-))1-%1."+$"D$+4"+41")1/&$/(1/*"-,."+41"
-9.!1,01"-%!J16" " "
"
H,"+41"`C/-B$,"-,."N!$,"C-,01a"+41"C/-B$,"./9(")%-2*"+41"01,+/1")!101"+$"
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* the violinist determine the point of entrance of this fragment freely within bar 9-10. Play with rubato, Repeated within the length of the arrow line indicates if applicable.  
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